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Vice-Chairman Klemin: We will open the hearing on HB 1365. 

Jeb Oehlke, ND Chamber of Commerce: Support (see attached 1, 1a, 1b). 

Rep. Onstad: In your testimony you talked about six years being too long and loss 
of evidence. Wouldn't that benefit your members because it seems to me if a claim 
is brought forward, the burden is on them to prove the case and if evidence is lost, it 
would be a factor? You're actually asking to shorten that up yet keeping it at the six 
years would benefit your situation. 

Jeb Oehlke: In a way yes and in a way no. There's still the cost associated with 
defending the lawsuits. They are enormously expensive, litigation can last several 
years. Even without good evidence, the case can last a long time and take up a lot 
of resources. 

Rep. Onstad: My understanding is that the state of ND is one of the top states in the 
nation for the least litigious. I think we're second or third in the nation. Wouldn't that 
be part of the fact that we have that longer statute in place? 

Jeb Oehlke: I don't understand the question. 

Rep. Onstad: We've currently had that longer statute in place by law, but because 
of that, parties have been able to resolve their differences, so ND has actually been 
one of the better states about not going to court because they have a longer time to 
resolve their differences. We're probably one of the least litigious states in the 
nation. 

Jeb Oehlke: Once a claim is filed, that statute of limitations is stopped; it ceases to 
run; so there is an unlimited amount of time once a claim is filed in order to settle out 
of court. 
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Rep. Onstad: Our court systems are bogged down now, by shortening up the time 
are we going to increase the caseload at that point, so we're going to further tie up 
our court system. 

Jeb Oehlke: I don't believe that will be the case. What I've heard from other 
attorneys, our court system isn't clogged. As you said, most of the cases are settled 
out of court. I really don't see a problem with the system becoming overcrowded. 

Rep. Delmore: Was the idea for this bill something that came out of local Chambers 
here in North Dakota, or did this come from another place. Do we really have that 
many frivolous lawsuits going on because of this statute of limitations? 

Jeb Oehlke: This bill was the idea of ND businesses. I was speaking with a 
member prospect that brought up the issue. 

Rep. Delmore: It was brought to a regular meeting of the Chamber, a convention 
you had here in ND and it was spearheaded by North Dakotans, not with any other 
national movement. 

Jeb Oehlke: That's correct. The way we develop our legislative policy, we have a 
subcommittee that deals with legal issues. This was handled by that committee. It 
went through the subcommittee process, and was approved by our full legislative 
affairs committee and approved by our Board. 

Rep. Klemin: In your testimony you mentioned that ND and MN have the longest 
statute of limitation period. Is MN's the same as ND's. 

Jeb Oehlke: Yes, ND, MN and ME all have the six year statute of limitations. 

Vice Chair Klemin: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Paul Sanderson, Property Casualty Insurers Association of America: Support (see 
attached 2 & 3). 

Rep. Koppelman: I have a question relative to our position relative to other state 
with regard to this statute of limitations and I'm aware that there have been a lot of 
efforts around the country toward tort reform. It seems that this affects us in two 
ways. One is venue shopping, to the extent that occurs and I don't know if ND is 
prime for that based upon the requirements have for standing. The other question is 
our position among other states with regard to what we call a business friendly 
climate. In looking at states like MS was once called a judicial hell hole and I think 
they have a three year statute of limitations and TX has a two year statute of 
limitations now. Are those relatively recent changes in those states, and whether 
that puts ND at a disadvantage, not so much in terms of where a case might be 
brought but in terms of where a business might want to look at when they look at 
some of these factors, like the letter from Chrysler. 
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Paul Sanderson: To answer the first question, I did not put together this list that Mr. 
Oehlke has, to see when these went into place. The second question on the 
business climate, when you look at litigious states like MS, IL, NY that have shorter 
statute of limitations, I think that's the reason that the Chamber of Commerce is 
here. They realize this is a concern. When you see a flood of out-of-state plaintiffs 
from other states that missed the statute of limitations and are in ND solely because 
of a six-year statute of limitations, it doesn't look good for businesses and business 
owners. The slip and fall is a classic example and you're put in that position of 
defending yourself, figuring out employees, the cost, time; all of these things that go 
into litigation. It's not a business friendly bill. 

Rep. Delmore: You said you've seen a lot of these cases; I like to think that this 
legislative body tries to err on the side of our citizens, rather than something 
convenient for other people. You're telling me that there haven't been any cases, to 
your knowledge, where it's been beyond those three years, before we really realize 
how serious something medical could be. 

Paul Sanderson: I wouldn't say that I've never seen a case, but I can tell you 
honestly that I've never a case where the injured person did not know they were 
injured within three years of the accident and didn't discover it. I'm unaware of any 
single case where that has occurred. A vast majority of cases you'll see, after the 
slip and fall or the car accident, they're going to go to the emergency room. A lot of 
times they are transported by the ambulance, they set up physical therapy, 
chiropractic appointments. In a lot of our cases, we put together calendars, and we 
put in all their medical treatment. You'll see that shortly after the time of the 
accident, a huge grouping where they are seeking medical services on a regular 
basis. As time wanes, it starts to decrease. Usually we will see that pick up about 6 
years later when they file their lawsuit and all of a sudden they start going to their 
chiropractor again and they need to get impairment ratings. If they didn't know that 
they were injured within 3 years, the discovery rule would apply. They would have 
three years from when they knew or should have known. Now, I think the distinction 
is the extent of their injury. I think you'll hear testimony on that area, okay are they 
permanently injured, is this going to affect them for the rest of their life. Sometimes 
that may not be known. I don't believe that any medical personnel or medical 
literature will come in and say that they cannot make that determination within three 
years. It's done on a routine basis. As I mentioned, all the good cases that these 
gentlemen have, for the vast majority are brought within a year or two. What that 
would be saying is that CA and IL they aren't able to determine whether they have a 
permanent injury within three years. I just don't think that is the case. You 
mentioned the good of the public. It's also the good of the injured party. I can tell 
you from experience that a lot of times, these injured parties would like these cases 
pursued and moved along faster. It's human nature, when you have a deadline, you 
wait until the deadline is close. A lot of times this is to the detriment of the injured 
party; these injured people want to move on with their lives. 
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Rep. Delmore: I understand what you're saying, but I think that we really don't have 
a lot of sue happy people. You can compare us to a lot of states and I would be 
willing to bet that our rate per capita is much lower. We're also fairly strong willed 
and strong minded, when we start in a physical therapy, chiropractic care, etc. we do 
seem to get better. But when you have neck injuries, spinal column injuries, etc. I 
think you may have to admit probably don't manifest themselves in two years, where 
someone can know how seriously they might have been injured, especially in a car 
accident situation. 

Paul Sanderson: Absolutely. I think what you will find, a lot of times, is that there is 
a difference in medical opinion as to the extent of the injuries and know that that's 
often what these issues are litigated on. 

Rep. Onstad: You make the claim that the vast number of cases are brought 
forward in one to two years. We're the least litigious state in the nation. Where's the 
problem. 

Paul Sanderson: When I say the vast majority, I'm indicating that the vast majority 
of what are solid legitimate claims. We may have people who disagree with us. I 
think it's very safe to say that when a person is seriously injured, and the attorneys 
realize the injury and the extent of it, they move those cases along much quicker. 
The vast majority of solid claims, non-frivolous as we deem them. Those frivolous 
claims are the cases that we see more often near the six year statute of limitations. 

Rep. Onstad: The burden of proof still lies on the person bringing forth the claim. 
You make reference to police departments destroying their material in five years and 
they can do that legally. How do you defend that portion? 

Paul Sanderson: Two parts to this, they do carry the burden of proof, but if you're 
unable to provide evidence then the defense has missed their burden on their 
defense. The defense has a burden with respect to their defenses that they assert. 
I need to clear up that the Dickinson police department can destroy records after 5 
years; the Bismarck and Minot police departments keep their records on microfilm, 
so they have them. 

Rep. Onstad: I was injured and it was over 7 years before I was feeling better. It 
can take a long time for certain injuries to heal and have proof of that. Am I going to 
put in a claim in here now just in case. Isn't that going to affect the system a little bit, 
and bog down the court system because I don't know where I'm going to be at in 6 
or 7 years from now after that particular accident? What's your response to that? 

Paul Sanderson: With respect to your example, I think the position we're taking is 
that you know within a certain time frame with respect to whether the accident 
occurred and whether another party would be responsible for the damages. The 
extent of the damages is not always known. As indicated, a case can be filed or 
served on a party and not filed in the court. Discovery can go on for a number of 
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years to determine the extent of those injuries and often times, I'm sure, if there is a 
dispute it will center on the extent of those injuries. We're not here diminishing the 
injured party in any way. I don't think this bill has a negative impact on the injured 
parties. 

Rep. Maragos: Did you happen to catch that portion of testimony from Mr. Oehlke 
concerning the cases that are pending, one in the Supreme Court and several in 
Grand Forks County where the plaintiffs are from LA, AL, FL, PA, CA, etc. Is the ND 
judicial system obligated to take those cases? 

Paul Sanderson: I'm not familiar and I haven't done any research into the extent or 
what the issues were at the Supreme Court; I'm not familiar with those cases at all to 
be honest with you. 

Rep. Maragos: Based on your own knowledge as an attorney, licensed in this state, 
if an event took place outside of the state, what would allow someone to bring a 
case to you to bring it into the ND judicial system and operate under the six year 
statute of limitations rather than where the event took place. I don't know if we have 
enough information, if these events actually happened in ND or where they 
happened and what gives them standing. I heard the term venue shopping and I 
would like some clarification . 

Paul Sanderson: Again, I'm not familiar with those cases; when a plaintiff is injured, 
they can bring the action in the place they were injured. They also have the ability in 
certain circumstances to bring an action against the defendant in the location of 
where they do business. It may be that a national company has done business in 
ND; the argument is well you did business in ND, we can sue you in ND even though 
none of the plaintiffs were there. You also run into some choice of laws, it will be 
interesting to see how the Supreme Court decides that issue. I think there are 
situations where you have a ND corporation, let's say they manufacture a product, 
the product caused an injury, the plaintiff misses their statute of limitations in MS and 
all of a sudden decide that they'll sue in ND because we can still bring our claim. 

Rep. Delmore: Do I have a better chance of getting a settlement from a company if I 
wait till 4 years after my accident, because you don't have a strong case on the other 
side. 

Paul Sanderson: I wouldn't agree with that. I think that what you usually see are 
cases where the treatment diminishes, that these people naturally heal in a lot of 
cases. They've seen where you've gone two years without treatment, and the 
insurance company says you haven't been treated for two years, you must not be 
injured. Therefore they evaluate the claim differently. Pain is a subjective element 
to the person; I don't agree that if they wait six years they will receive a higher 
settlement. I think it works in reverse on a lot of those cases. 
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Rep. Delmore: With the six years, are there more cases, however, that are settled 
out of court that don't go to trial. What percentage do we settle now in comparison 
to other states that have shorter periods of time? 

Paul Sanderson: I can't comment with respect to the settlements compared to other 
states that have shorter statute of limitations, but as a rule of thumb, I would tell you 
that close to 95% of our cases settle without ever going to trial. I handle files every 
day in injured parties and very few end in trial, they settle. With respect to how that 
compares with SD claims and their three year statute of limitations I don't know. 

Rep. Delmore: Do the most serious of the cases usually go to court. 

Paul Sanderson: I will tell you that the insurance companies in my experience settle 
the serious cases. The cases that go to trial are what they claim are frivolous cases. 
The insurance companies usually do a good job when there has been a wrongful 
death or serious injury; they do a good job evaluating risk and getting rid of the 
cases. We end up trying the frivolous cases more often than the serious cases. I 
think that's why you don't see a significant amount of multi-million dollar judgments 
in this state; you have seen more defense verdicts in this state. 

Rep. Klemin: I had a question on testimony you gave about cases being served but 
not filed. Isn't there a procedure in the Rules of Civil Procedure, whereby the person 
that's been sued, the defendant, can demand that the plaintiff file the complaint, and 
if it's not filed within 20 days, then the complaint is dismissed? 

Paul Sanderson: Yes that's correct. I believe it is Rule 5, demand to file complaint. 
You're correct, we're often served, but if we file or make a demand to file complaint 
or the defendant can actually file the complaint and pay the $80 filing fee. But 
typically it's just an additional cost that the defense pays, the plaintiff pays the $80 
filing fee and the defense pays the $50 filing fee. 

Rep. Klemin: I think the point is that the defendant does have a remedy there if a 
defendant wants to have the complaint filed in the court that can be required. 

Paul Sanderson: Yes, but only after the case is served. They don't have a right 
before they are served to demand a case be filed. 

Rep. Klemin: Thank you. Further testimony in support of HB 1365. 

Larry Boschee, ND Defense Lawyers Association: Support (see attached 4). 

Rep. Delmore: I understand your reasoning, but because I miss a date, do I not 
deserve justice in this system. 

Larry Boschee: Statute of limitations does set a date, a date by which you must sue. 
It's a process of balancing the interests that are involved; the interest in giving a fair 
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time for plaintiffs to sue is one of the things that is considered, but against that must 
be balanced for the factor of repose. Defendants should have the ability to close the 
book on a matter after a certain period of time has passed. Another thing is that 
some defendants may unwittingly make financial commitments that prove disastrous 
after a late claim is filed against them. Insurance companies, the longer that they 
have to insure or watch out for an event, to be wary if whether a lawsuit is going to 
be filed. The longer that the period of time is, the higher the cost of insurance, and 
higher costs of goods to society. Another factor that should be considered that when 
an event occurs, and it comes before a jury, it should be evaluated by a jury that has 
societal values that are contemporaneous to when the event occurred. All of these 
things need to be balanced in setting a limitation period, but there needs to be some 
period. Then the question is what should that period be. ND is alone now with only 
two other states with a six year limitation period. Most of the states have two or 
three year limitation period. With the three year limitation period, that would still be 
more than 1/2 the states because 26 states either have two year limitation periods or 
even 1 year limitation period. 

Rep. Delmore: If I'm poor, not law trained, I don't know how seriously injured I am, 
do I not deserve justice because I haven't met that three year deadline to file 
something. I just worry that legitimate cases out there may deserve a state like to 
ND, where they have more time to do that. 

Larry Boschee: There is the discovery rule, under which the time period doesn't 
even start until a person is aware of a claim and until they are aware that is was 
caused by another's conduct. So for a case where someone has a latent disease, 
the discovery rule would say in that case the limitation period doesn't even start until 
that person is aware of their claim. There are also protections for people who are 
minors and incompetent. The period for minors is held until they reach the age of 
18, and then they still have one more year to sue. There is also tolling during a 
period of disability, being incompetent. For the run of the mill person, who is just 
deciding to sue during that period of time, for that case it would go past the time, but 
other states have drawn the line with two years and even one year statute of 
limitations and ND has drawn the line on other claims, including wrongful death and 
negligent malpractice claims against doctors and physicians of two years and it 
seems to be working well for those types of claims. I haven't heard any clamor that 
those types of claims should have six year statute of limitations. I think when you 
draw the line, three years is a fair period. It has to be drawn somewhere. 

Rep. Delmore: I don't see a lot of facts that are listed in these documents from 
anybody that's testified that say there is a huge problem right now with our six years. 
I don't see a lot of statistics that show that's there a real problem with it. If I begin 
treatment for something and think I'm better, and I miss that statute of limitations, I 
think going to discovery or another way of doing it, I am still going to jeopardizing 
myself because I didn't get better, I didn't go to court, and now I don't have a 
recourse. 
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Larry Boschee: As far as facts justifying, moving from the six year limitation period, I 
think these out of state imported controversies are facts that would show that the 
current system is being abused by plaintiffs who are bringing lawsuits in ND trying to 
take advantage of our six year statute of limitations, when the statute of limitations of 
their home states have expired. As far as the instances you mentioned, I don't know 
if there are any hardcore statistics that exist regarding those types of matters. 

Rep. Onstad: You mentioned the two cases from out of state taking advantage of 
ND's law. Why isn't legislation drafted to just deal with those out of state entities, but 
we're going to hamper all the citizens of ND if we adopt this bill. 

Larry Boschee: The issue before the ND Supreme Court involves a statute that 
exists. It's called the Uniform Conflicts of Law Limitations Act. Under the statute, it's 
the position of the defendants in that case, that the statute of limitations of the states 
that actually has a connection to this lawsuit, apply. Under those statutes, the cases 
are time-barred; there is an exception, an escape clause in that statute, that the 
plaintiffs in that case argue, essentially swallows the rule and allows those plaintiffs 
to bring those cases in ND, even though the statute of limitations in the states that 
have a connection to the lawsuit have expired. There is legislation on that and the 
question is how it is being interpreted. 

Rep. Maragos: You seem to have studied this a great deal. In terms of ND being a 
dumping ground, how do we relate to ME and MN? Are they also considered 
dumping grounds in this regard to the six year statute of limitations or is there 
something in our statutes that make ND more appealing than these other two states 
within which to try their cases. 

Larry Boschee: I can't speak to ME, but I do know that MN does has a big 
problem; much larger than it is in ND. Minnesota has become a dumping ground for 
lots of medical device litigation in particular, because of their six year statute of 
limitations. Their court held that as a matter of common law, non-statutory law, that 
when a lawsuit is filed in the state, the state applies its own limitation period. So that 
in those cases, MN would apply a six year limitation period, allowing the lawsuits to 
proceed, even though they involve out-of-state interests, out-of-state controversies. 
The MN legislature passed the same statute recently that ND already has a Uniform 
Conflicts of Law Limitations Act. It's only going to be effective as to claims that have 
just arisen recently. There's no decision yet from the MN Supreme Court as to how 
that statute is applied. 

Rep. Maragos: Are you aware of how many attempts they've made in the MN 
legislature to change that six year statute limitation down to two or three years. 
Have they tried to change it several times and it failed. 

Larry Boschee: I don't know the answer to that. 
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Rep. Kretschmar: In your practice, do you have an idea of what percent of tort 
cases are brought within the three years as opposed to bringing them in within the 
six years. 

Larry Boschee: I think most often the cases are brought within two or three years. 
It's the rarer cases that are brought five or six years later. It's my opinion that those 
are the cases that are the least solid. 

Rep. Klemin: On the application of this act, should it pass the legislature, it would 
become effective on August 1, 2011. How would this apply to cases where claims 
have accrued prior to August 1, 2011, but are beyond the three year limitation, would 
this act have a prospective application? 

Larry Boschee: This act would not affect a cause of action that arose before August 
1, 2011. Any accident that happens on July 31, 2011, the parties in that lawsuit 
would have the full benefit of the six year statute of limitations. 

Rep. Klemin: Do you have an opinion as to whether we should put in this bill as a 
separate section on prospective application. 

Larry Boschee: Yes, I do think that the bill should expressly state that it is effective 
only as to causes of action arising on or after August 1, 2011, so that it's clear and 
so no one is misled. 

Rep. Klemin: Thank you. Further testimony in support. Testimony in opposition to 
HB 1365. 

David Maring, Maring Williams Law Office: Opposed (see attached 5). When I did 
defense work in 15-17 years, and still do some defense work, I think that I had one 
to two cases that was brought 5 years 300 days after the accident. That almost 
never happens in my experience. We've also had discussion about ND becoming a 
dumping ground. The statistics from ND show that there are some 35,000 civil 
filings each year, and that includes contracts, personal injury actions. With those 
35,000 cases, we've heard testimony today about 2-4 cases where someone is 
trying to apply our six year statute of limitations; that hardly makes us a dumping 
ground. As Mr. Boschee testified, ND has a statute to resolve that very issue. It is 
NDCC 28-01.2-02, conflicts of laws limitation period. I'll read a small portion of it so 
we have this context. "If a claim is substantially based on a) the law of other state, 
the limitation period of that state applies; b) if it is more than one state involved, then 
we choose the law based on conflicts of interest." So we already have a law to 
prevent this so-called dumping. There is a case pending before the ND Supreme 
Court right now, on this dumping case, and the Supreme Court hasn't ruled on it yet. 
But the statutory framework is already there to handle this so-called dumping. Let's 
talk about in my experience both on the defense side and the plaintiff's side; what 
happens in most of these personal injury cases. There is a two year wrongful death 
statute of limitations. There are no issues in a wrongful death case about whether 
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someone was injured or not. They died. So the two year statute of limitations, 
people don't have to wait and decide whether they are going to bring a lawsuit, if 
they have grounds to bring one. In the typical personal injury case, a person who is 
injured will try to get by, will try to get better, and at some point they'll get frustrated 
and say that they need some help and contact an attorney. This may be one year, 
two years, etc. after the accident. Then the attorney that represents them is 
gathering information primarily on how the accident happened, but also from the 
medical doctors because if you are going to proceed to court you need to have 
something called MMPI, Maximum Medical Improvement. The doctors typically 
won't give you an opinion as to MMPI until some period of time after they've been 
treated, in fact typically until the treatment is basically finished. Then, the attorney in 
my office, as soon as we know about the claim and we've been hired, we give notice 
to the insurance company and the insurance company says, provide us with 
everything you've got and we start providing records and authorization for them to 
get the medical records, a negotiation process takes place and often times that 
process of providing information, communicating with the insurance company can 
take months, years, and eventually you will get to a point where there may be some 
negotiations with the insurance carrier, and indeed a large percentage, and I don't 
have statistics because they aren't kept on that, get resolved without ever having to 
go to a lawsuit. Sometimes they get resolved two years out, typically they don't get 
resolved within the first year. They sometimes get resolved between two and three 
years, sometimes between three and four years. Unintended consequences of 
changing the statute of limitations from six years to three years, is that you're going 
to have a number of lawsuits that are brought, simply because the three years is 
going to run or is about to run. Indeed, I can tell you from personal experience that 
statute of limitations is one of the scariest things in the mind of the plaintiff's 
attorney. I am constantly going through my files, is there a statute coming up, are 
we going to miss a statute. I don't wait for two years, 364 days, if there a 3 year 
statute of limitations, I'm going to start suing that out sometime after the two year 
mark. You don't know if the defendant is out of state, you don't know if you're going 
to be able to make service easily. So you start working on suing that case out 
earlier. What I call the unintended consequences of this particular legislation, if it's 
passed, is that we're going to have a number of cases that are simply sued out 
because you haven't had time for people to reach maximum medical improvement 
for the insurance company to have all the information is needs, and for the 
settlement negotiations to be complete. I also heard some testimony about cases 
being stale and we can't get the police reports, etc. Again, in rare cases that might 
happen. My questions to the proponent of this legislation is, there is no such cry for 
a three year statute of limitations in business cases; contract disputes; basically all 
other disputes, other than one that have been mentioned today, are a six year 
statute of limitations. So if a company wants to sue a company, or on a contract 
case or a business wants to sue another business, they've got six years. Are we 
saying that's terrible because the evidence is going to get stale in those cases? 
The reality is that once an attorney gets involved, there are negotiations going on, 
either with the insurance company or the other side. Most of the cases don't 
become stale and that isn't a problem. The problem, however, is that if we allow the 
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statute to be changed to 3 years and there are more lawsuits that have to be brought 
because of that, it's going to be an extra burden on the court system. That burden, 
in my opinion, is far greater than any kind of burden created by this dumping that 
we've heard about but not really seen. With respect to the benefit, yes there's some 
benefit in having finality if someone knows that well we haven't been sue in three 

. years, we're not going to be sued; that's a nice benefit but when you weigh that 
benefit against the rights of the citizens of ND, I suggest that the benefit doesn't 
outweigh the harm that it does to our citizens. 

Rep. Klemin: Thank you. Further testimony in opposition to HB 1365. 

Alan Austin, Executive Director, ND Association for Justice: Our members are 
primarily trial lawyers. On behalf of our Association this morning, we will have Jeff 
Weikum present our testimony. 

Jeff Weikum, member of the ND Association for Justice, ND Trial Lawyers: Oppose 
(see attached 6, ?a, 7b, 7c). I enjoy practicing in ND because ND people are great 
to work with. They are so patient, and they will come in and have such a 
devastating injury and they will say, I'm not sue happy, as they hold their shriveled 
arm. The time they come in, is when their insurance company has cut them off and 
said you know what, we disagree with your doctors, we've hired a doctor, we no 
longer want to pay your medical bills, and it's 3.5 years post accident. They're not 
doing it because they wanted to delay, they do it because they are trusting, they're 
non-litigious and what is going to happen is that you're going to get people, who 
unfortunately because of that, are going to be out of luck. That is a detriment to the 
citizens that is huge, particularly taking advantage of our citizen's good nature in not 
wanting to do this in the first place. The system isn't broken; I don't think we need to 
fix it. I urge you to vote "no". 

Rep. Onstad: When they talk about court costs, you have the plaintiff and have the 
defendant, etc. Whoever wins or loses, who covers the court costs of that expense, 
and what to court costs really refer to, does that include the attorney's cost, or the 
judge and reporter? 

Jeff Weikum: We talk about court costs; court costs actually as far as what can be 
taxed against the other side if you win. If you win, the loser has to pay court costs. 
Those are generally fairly small, hiring an expert, paying the filing fee, various exhibit 
costs. What I'm talking about from a standpoint of ratcheting up the costs, is not 
those court costs, although that is part of it, the bigger cost that adds serious dollars 
to everybody and the claim, that makes that $15,0000 claim suddenly $50,000 of 
expended time, energy and money, including insurance money. The payment that 
you have to pay the attorneys who are now necessarily involved because of the 
litigation process. We don't need that. It's not necessary in ND. 

Rep. Beadle: One of the pieces you passed out, indicated that ND ranked 2nd 

among all 50 states in its fairness of its litigation environment. Number one from 
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2002 to 2010 is Delaware as reported on this information. Delaware's statute of 
limitations is for two years. I don't see the link here as to why we need the six year 
statute of limitation if Delaware, which is no. 1 in fairness and has been for nearly a 
decade, has two year statute of limitations. 

Jeff Weikum: I believe, and this isn't the overall evaluation, it's not just statute of 
limitations; in part I think Delaware gets it ranking because that is where everyone is 
venuing their business. They've got an incredibly pro business environment and I 
don't know all the reasons for that. I know that because a ton of businesses reside 
there from a corporation standpoint, that is probably why they have the no. 1 
ranking. That would be my guess. My understanding would not be that it's the 
statute of limitations issue; the primary reason for that is because even though the 
vast majority of businesses are not getting sue in Delaware, they are going to be 
getting sue in other places where they are actually located even though they are 
registered in the state of Delaware. 

Rep. Klemin: Thank you. Further testimony in opposition to HB 1365. We will 
recess this hearing until next week. 
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Chairman DeKrey: We will open the recessed hearing on HB 1365. 

Mark Behrens, American Tort Reform Association: Support. I serve as outside 
counsel to the group. I understand that the committee heard testimony already, so I 
will try to be as brief as possible to avoid redundancy. I want to speak to a few key 
points. Speaking from the National perspective, over the years ND has done a 
remarkable job to do what it needs to do to be competitive with other states in the 
legal environment. The ND legal system is very favorable. You are doing a lot of 
things right. There is one aspect of your current legal system that does stand out as 
far, far outside the mainstream of what virtually every other state in this country is 
doing, and that is your six year statute of limitations. I think there are some 
problems with it that I'll suggest and ATRA would support those being fixed the way 
that the current bill does so, in a way I think is fair. One of the reasons we think this 
legislation is a good idea, is that the very purpose of statute of limitations is to 
prevent stale claims and to get to the search for truth and justice. That's what trials 
are really about. You have he said/she said, let's say it's an automobile accident, 
you have one person that says the light was green, another one says maybe it was 
yellow. Over six years, memories fade, witnesses move and you can't find them, 
people die, you can't find documents, emails deleted; not because people on either 
side are trying to do anything bad, it's just what happens over six years. I was 
thinking about what happened six years ago, and had my secretary ask me some 
questions and I didn't know the answers (then he related several events that took 
place 6 years ago and the answers). A statute that goes out 6 years really inhibits 
the real essence of trials, which is to get to the search for the truth and justice. It 
can hurt plaintiffs because after all it's the plaintiffs that have the burden of proof to 
bring their case. If they can't muster the evidence to bring their case, they're not 
going to win. It can also hurt defendants because I've been involved in cases early 
on when I did product liability work, where after six years, things change. I had one 
case was a jeep rollover down in Jefferson City, MO. They had a 3 year statute of 
limitations. The case was filed, we went out to the accident site, the dirt road where 
the jeep had flipped, had been graded and paved. It's pretty hard to see the 
accident site when it didn't look anything like it did at the time of the accident. It 
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made it pretty hard to put on a defense when the other side said this is the way the 
accident happened and it was physically impossible for us to find out whether that 
was true of not. May it was. We couldn't find out. When you start getting out into 6 
years, you really impede the search for truth and justice. That's not something that 
should be pro-plaintiff or pro-defendant, that's just about having a justice system that 
works the way it is supposed to. The other problem with having six years here, this 
comes from my experience as an amicus, in a case that's now before the ND 
Supreme Court, at least in asbestos cases has become a dumping ground for cases 
from other states by people who have absolutely no connection to the state 
whatsoever, but in their home states, like AL, MS, LA, they waited too long. The 
statute of limitations ran and their claims are time-barred. My best guess as to why 
the time ran out was because the attorney goofed up and now being afraid of being 
sued for malpractice, look around for a state to bring the cause of action. There are 
only three states that have a 6 year statute of limitations for personal injury claim. 
They are ME, MN and ND and so the attorney brings the cases here. What 
happens, people pay taxes in your state to support a court system that is being used 
by people who have no connection here. If these cases go to trial, you're going to 
have people taking time off work to serve on juries for cases that don't belong here. 
I think also that ND needs to do this to bring itself into the mainstream and again 
reinforce the image that this is a good place to do business, because in all other 
aspects of your law that I can think of, you've done all the right things over the years. 
You may have questions, if MN has t his, is it a problem in MN. It occurred to me 
that I remember reading something about that in the ABA Journal. I looked on the 
internet and sure enough, I found an article from December 2007, lawsuits travel up 
north. Land of ten thousand lakes is flooded with thousands of out-of-state filings. 
Their litigation problem is much larger than yours. But this is the kind of thing that 
happens when you have a statute of limitation that's far outside the mainstream of 
what everyone else in the country is doing. Forum shoppers are going to look to 
come here and they are doing it. It resulted in a national article that went out, in the 
ABA Journal; every general counsel, every lawyer in America probably saw it at the 
time. Now, fortunately for ND, this article hasn't appeared yet, talking about out-of
state lawsuits coming into ND, but if a similar article like this did appear about ND, it 
would undermine many of the really good things you have done over the years to 
make your legal system competitive. All people will remember, even though you did 
10 things right and nobody remembers, is that you did one thing wrong that the 
people have a problem with and that's what everyone is complaining about. Well, 
the same thing can happen to your legal system here. You could do 20 things right, 
but if an article appears like this in a national journal, that talks about the lawsuit 
problem in ND, that's make it hard to attract jobs. I think it's unnecessary and 
something that should be fixed. 

Rep. Delmore: Do you have a copy of written testimony for us today. 

Mark Behrens: No I do not. 
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Rep. Delmore: In the book To Kill a Mockingbird, it tells us that the courts are great 
levelers. They make everyone man equal, whether you're a pauper or a prince. I 
guess my bottom line in this bill, I want to err on the pauper and the prince's sides. 
You used the 6 years as a long time. Might I offer that I could ask you the same 
questions about 3 years ago and you pretty couldn't answer those either. 

Mark Behrens: Rep. Delmore that is a great question. I anticipated that that would 
come up. 

Rep. Delmore: The things that you can most vividly remember are those personal to 
you. If I'm a victim of a personal injury, it may be 3, 6, 20 years later, that I'm still 
paying the price for that. I think there is a difference between what happened in the 
world versus what happened to you personally, or being a witness to an accident, 
because I've done it. There are certain things about that that will never leave you. I 
think we need to be cognizant of that, that personal matters are really personal 
matters to us. Do you not think that there would be more lawsuits filed if I only had 
three years rather than six. I think, right now, that a lot of things settle out of court, 
especially injuries with accidents that you've got somebody to work with and 
somebody will say, rather than go through the expense of the court, and it is an 
expensive procedure, but it also guarantees me equality. Don't you think more 
things are settled now within 6 years, than would be in 3 years. 

Mark Behrens: I disagree with that. The way lawyers tend to work is that they wait 
to the last minute. My experience in the way the law works is not that way. If you 
give someone three years to file a claim, they will file their claim letter with the 
insurer within 3 years, if you give them 6 years they will wait 5 years 11 months and 
29 days. I don't see that you're going to have a proliferation or reduction in litigation, 
all it will do is make the lawyers file the claims they know about it in a timely fashion. 

Rep. Delmore: Don't you think that there are cases where in those first three years I 
may not know how bad my injury is. ND is not a suit-happy state. I don't think there 
is a person in here that would disagree with me. We don't have very many frivolous 
lawsuits because ND citizens go to court when they really want to redress a 
situation. 

Mark Behrens: On an individual basis I don't know, but if someone was wronged 
and they know it, three years is more than adequate enough time to find a lawyer 
and bring a case. It's what 43 out of 50 states in the US are doing. When you have 
a system where 4 out 5 states are doing and it's working fine, it will work fine here 
too. When I look at the experience of other states that have had longer statutes, TX 
or MS are a couple of examples, they've moved them down to be in the mainstream 
of what everyone else is doing. I can't think of any instance where somebody has 
said, let's go from two to six years. Obviously, the movement has been to go join 
the mainstream. No one is saying it isn't working and that we need to go back to five 
or six years. If there were instances of people being poured out of the legal system 
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because they couldn't find a lawyer in three years, there would be efforts to change 
these laws in other states, and that's simply not happening anywhere. 

Rep. Klemin: Rather than changing the statute of limitations for everybody in ND to 
resolve one problem that you discussed, is there some way we could tighten up the 
venue requirements so that would apply instead of changing the statute of 
limitations. 

Mark Behrens: That's a good question. I think that would solve one of the issues 
that is occurring here. One of the things I talked about in my testimony is the 
gaming of the system that's going on; people who waited too long to sue in their 
state, so they look for another state where they could file and then come here. 
Obviously, ii is attractive when their claim is either worth nothing someplace else, 
and it's worth something here, of course they are going to come. Many states, I was 
in Harrisburg yesterday, they are looking at venue reform in PA. I gave a speech 
about the need for venue reform and said that what a lot of states have done is to 
say that before you can sue in the state, you either have to be a resident or prove 
that your claim has a logical connection, like if ii was an auto accident that the 
accident occurred here. If it is an asbestos exposure, that the exposures occurred 
here. I think that might be something the committee look at. But apart from that, 
the 6 years are still problematic in terms of going toward the search for truth and 
justice. You can't create memories just by fixing the venue statute. I would 
suggest that both of those ideas be looked at by the committee, one of them is not 
mutually exclusive to the other. 

Rep. Klemin: One thing about this troubles me a little bit, that we're leaving a six 
year statute of limitations on a whole lot of other things, like contracts. I'm not sure 
why anybody has to wait six years for a breach of contract action, but why shouldn't 
we do three years on that too. 

Mark Behrens: That might be something for the committee to look at. I don't have 
an objection to say why it should be six years. I would like, in that situation, to leave 
that determination to the ND Chamber. They know local businesses better than I do. 
Another is to look at what the statute of limitation experience of other states is, in 
those other areas like contracts. I know in the personal injury law, six years is way 
outside the mainstream. I think in most other states they probably have four years 
on contracts. I think usually the contract statute is longer in other states than the 
personal injury cases. To really form an answer to that, I would really like to know 
what the mainstream is on those other issues. 

Rep. Koppelman: On the issue of the other states, and you alluded to this earlier, 
my first session in the ND legislature was 1995, I remember that session specifically 
because we did a lot of tort reform and many states were starting to move in that 
direction and I think ND was a leader in that movement at that time. It occurs to me, 
as I look at this list, that maybe this statute of limitations issue is something we kind 
of forgot or something that other states have moved toward since then. I'm 
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reminded that Victor Schwartz, who wrote the law school textbook, Schwartz on 
Torts, I think, coined the phrase judicial hell holes. There were places in the country 
were as you described, places that had very open venue requirements and they 
were perceived to have plaintiff friendly juries, and folks from around the country, 
you could be injured in New Jersey, but they would take you to MS or to wherever it 
was to have a lawsuit heard. I agree that venue is an issue. In looking at states like 
MS and TX, TX is 2 years according to the list we were given. MS I believe it now 3 
years, I can't help but wonder if those aren't recent changes and if other states have 
done this and we're one of the few that has not. Can you comment on that. 

Mark Behrens: Yes I can. To go to your point, TX and MS are two places that had 
a notorious reputation for being dumping ground states, or magnet jurisdictions. 
Dickey Scruggs, who is the famous MS plaintiff's lawyer that was in the movie "The 
Insider", he called it a magic jurisdiction, because it was easy for people to get 
money down there. The law made it that way. Both of those states addressed 
venue and statute of limitations as part of their overall efforts to reform their legal 
system and make it fairer. TX in 2005 passed a comprehensive tort reform bill that 
dealt with a lot of things, punitive damages, non-economic damages I think. They 
included the two year limitations period in there. I think there was also venue 
reforms in the legislation as well. MS passed a statute of limitations reform in 1990 
and they made their statute of limitations run for 3 years. Then they found out that 
that component by itself wasn't enough, that they were still a dumping ground for 
cases from other states, but maybe for different reasons than ND. People are 
coming to ND because of the statute of limitations issue. In MS there were other 
elements of their legal system which were really bad; elements that ND legislature's 
already addressed. MS did the statute of limitations reform, they realized that they 
were still a dumping ground because other aspects of their legal system were a 
mess and then they passed venue reform after that. But all of these states, the 
states that you have looked at where this has been a problem, they have done it in a 
one-two fashion, where they fixed statute of limitation reform and venue reform. 

Rep. Koppelman: The other issue that I was wondering about, the question of what 
a statute of limitation really means. My understanding of it is, it takes into 
consideration the time period between the time the injury is discovered and the time 
the action is brought. In other words, if you had an injury and you didn't know about 
it for 3 or 5 years and a medical problem cropped up and it was traceable to that 
injury, that you could bring suit later. If that's true, with this bill, you would have 
three years to begin your legal action and it might take another few years before the 
matter would be resolved. We could potentially stretch this matter out into who 
knows how many years even with a three year statute of limitations, is that true. 

Mark Behrens: I believe so. I would assume that ND has a discovery rule statute of 
limitations so that the limitation would begin, not only when you suffer an injury, but 
when you knew or should have known that you suffered. That can happen, with 
somebody who has a latent disease, a cancer let's say, that's certainly in them long 
before symptoms start to become manifested and they get a diagnosis. The statute 
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of limitations doesn't begin to run until they actually know that they're sick. From 
that point, they would have 3 years to bring a claim. 

Rep. Delmore: Are you saying, I can take a case from any state to ND and I don't 
need to have some kind of relationship with ND. I can take a case from TX and just 
move it here because I want to, there are no rules or procedures that apply. 

Mark Behrens: There would have to be some defendant with some sort of 
connection. There has to be some connection to the state. 

Rep. Delmore: So not just anyone can dump a case here in North Dakota simply 
because they ran out of time in TX and so they can bring it up here and dump just 
because they want to, there are some provisions in the law that govern that? 

Mark Behrens: The law does not say that the plaintiff has to have any connection to 
the state. The plaintiff may never have been here in his/her life. All they need to do 
is find a defendant that would have some sort of connection to the state, and in my 
experience in some of these asbestos cases, they'll name 30-40 defendants in a 
case. You can find a defendant in almost any jurisdiction, any state in the country 
that has a connection to something. I saw that Philadelphia was just named the #1 
judicial hellhole in the US, for instance. Asbestos lawsuits are pouring into 
Philadelphia because the local lawyers found one company that was a distributor 
there. They get named in every case but that's enough to get all the lawsuits there. 
I don't want to create confusion that someone can come where nobody on either 
side has a connection. My understanding is that these plaintiffs have no connection 
at all to the state. Really, if they could file in MS, they would. They are only coming 
here because they sat on their cases too long, maybe their lawyer committed 
malpractice and they're looking, the alternative of no money if they sue in at home or 
get some money if they come here. That's the only reason they are coming here. 

Rep. Delmore: How long if I'm a business and I want to go after a citizen, how long 
do I have to bring my case right now, as a business person against somebody for a 
contractual violation. 

Mark Behrens: It depends on what the claim is, if it is a tort claim, if somebody's 
committed a tort against the business, then I am assuming it would fall under the 
same 6 year statute of limitations. If you have a business suing business over a 
contractual dispute, then it would be different. But if a business is bringing a tort 
claim, they are subject to the same statute of limitations that an individual would be, 
the law in that regard is blind in that instance. 

Rep. Delmore: So it could be 6 years for a business to do that, and we wouldn't 
change that but we would change the time for a citizen to file their suit. 
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Mark Behrens: I don't think that is what the bill does. The bill is to take the general 
six years down to three. It all depends on the category, if the business fits the 
category that would go into the three years, then they would have 3 years. 

Rep. Delmore: So we're taking one part of society out of the equation. 

Mark Behrens: The bill would deal with any injury to the person or rights of another 
not arising by contract. I look at that and it's not limited to personal injury cases, it 
would be rights of another. If you would have a business claim against an individual, 
a person makes disparaging comments about a business, if they would fit that rights 
of another, then they would fall within the same statute of limitations that a personal 
injury plaintiff would. Businesses bring torts against each too. Taco Bell is going 
after somebody because they claimed their tacos didn't have beef in them. There 
suing them, that's a trade disparaging claim. It's not a personal injury claim, but if 
that would fit into the rights of another, under this bill, they would go from having six 
years to bring their claim, to having three years to bring claim. The bill does not say 
that we're going to treat personal injury plaintiffs one way and treat everyone else 
another way. It says if you have this type of claim, you're going to get three years, 
regardless of whether you are an individual or an entity. 

Rep. Klemin: Go back to the venue aspect. We have venue statutes talking about 
actions having venue where the cause arose, or in motor vehicles where the 
accident here, or where the subject matter is located, or real property located here. 
You had mentioned such things as the plaintiff having a connection to the state. Are 
there any constitutional or other legal principles that would say that we couldn't put 
in a requirement that the plaintiff have a connection to this state, in our venue laws. 

Mark Behrens: None that I'm aware of. Other states have done that; there are a 
number of states that say the plaintiff has to have a logical connection to the state in 
order to bring a lawsuit there. 

Rep. Klemin: So if the plaintiff was injured here, he would have a connection to this 
state or if the property is located here, obviously it could be. 

Mark Behrens: If the plaintiff is a ND resident would be the strongest connection, 
but it could be a MN resident that is here on vacation and gets in an auto accident, 
they would be able to bring a claim, or a worker who is traveling around, maybe 
they're in military service and they are exposed to something during the time they 
are here, their exposure occurred here in the state during that time period. 

Rep. Klemin: A ND resident couldn't start a lawsuit in ND based on an accident he 
had in a car in California, he probably couldn't do that in ND, you would have to do 
that in CA. 

Mark Behrens: I think they would be able to bring a lawsuit here, the question that 
the courts would have would be what law would apply in that situation. If all of the 
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events occurred in another state, then you may have choice of law questions. I'd be 
reluctant to answer those questions, because I'm not a ND lawyer, and I don't want 
to get into areas that I'm not an expert in. 

Rep. Klemin: But in any event, I think what you've said is that some change in our 
venue law may resolve part of the problem you were talking about. 

Mark Behrens: Yes it would. 

Rep. Onstad: I'm not sure where you're coming from, but obviously you're not from 
ND. You testified twice and basically said ND is doing things right. Statistical 
information is not lining up in your favor and so you're asking us to fix something that 
isn't broken. Is that correct. 

Mark Behrens: I think it is broken. Last week I understand that you heard from 
attorney Larry Boschee, for the ND Defense Lawyers Association; he's involved in 
these cases and he could tell you the facts more than I can. But from our 
perspective, we filed an amicus brief in this case, it's now before the ND Supreme 
Court saying that ND should not become a dumping ground for cases from around 
the United States, and we got the ND Chamber, the Chamber of Commerce of 
United States of America, the National Association of Manufacturers, the NFIB, the 
American Tort Reform Association, the Property/Casualty Insurers, the American 
Insurance Association. All of those groups felt strongly enough to weigh in on 
something that was going on up here. I can't think in twenty years of a case where 
we filed an amicus brief in the ND Supreme Court. We did in this one, and pretty 
much every major group in Washington and in ND jumped on board, because they 
said it was problem in this state and it does need to be fixed. 

Rep. Onstad: ND is considered the second best state as ranked by the Chamber of 
Commerce, within which to do business and not have concerns about litigation, so I 
have to disagree wholeheartedly with your statement. 

Mark Behrens: We may have to agree to disagree, but rather than settle for the 
silver medal, I'd suggest that if you passed the law and tighten up your venue, you 
can get the gold. 

Dave Thompson, Attorney at Law: I think it is important to correct the record. Our 
writings are now before the ND Supreme Court in a case known as Vicnar II. In that 
case, there are issues that I think address a lot of the subject matter which has been 
raised here in questions and in direct testimony, not just today but the testimony 
from the original hearing. ND already has a statutory package to address so-called 
forum shopping. It's called the Uniform Conflicts of Laws Limitations Act. This says 
that if a case is filed in ND, but the facts of the case occur in part in other places, or 
in total in other places, then the general rule is that the law of that other jurisdiction, 
including the statute of limitations should be applied to the case. Now there is an 
exception provision to that statutory package. It's NDCC 28-01.2, there are four 
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sections to the chapter 01 through 04. 04 says if a person did not have a 
reasonable opportunity to sue upon the claim in the other jurisdiction and that's a 
factual issue that's directed specifically to the individual case. Simply blowing the 
statute of limitations is not satisfactory. The person has to be determined by our 
court not tq have had a reasonable opportunity to sue on the claim. That's not an 
easy test to meet. I'd like to address the allegation that ND is somehow a dumping 
ground. Mr. Behrens will also acknowledge that he uses the phrase dumping 
ground pretty much wherever he testifies. He wrote about California, he said that 
California is a dumping ground. ND does not have many cases whose plaintiffs are 
from other states. I know this because there are two lawyers that do asbestos 
litigation in ND, I do it and my former law partner out of Fargo, Jeanette Beckler, 
does. The cases, with the exception of maybe one or two cases, certainly less than 
10, that have out-of-state plaintiffs came to our courts on two occasions, in 2002 and 
2006. In the 2002 case, one of the plaintiffs was named Viener and the widow of 
James Viener is still involved in the current case, it's up in the Supreme Court again 
for the second time. That case was filed in 2002 and there were about 16 cases at 
the time that were filed on that basis in Morton County. The second occasion 
occurred in 2006 when the author John Grisham got in touch with me, and told me 
that he had a good friend, Bob Wilson, and I already knew Bob for many years, 
having done this type of work; had approximately 40 cases of widows whose 
husbands had died from asbestos related diseases and the MS Supreme Court had 
completely changed in its composition, it had substantive law changes and as a 
result the decisions that were being made by MS Supreme Court judges who were 
supported by the folks that Mr. Behrens is associated with. I talked with Bob 
Wilson. Bob asked me if I would be able to file 40 cases on the basis of transitory 
jurisdiction in ND. I told him that there wasn't anything in our laws that would 
prohibit it; but I don't want to make a practice of this. Those cases were filed in 
2006, going on 5 years ago. Since that time, we haven't seen Mr. Behrens or other 
people like him come in here and ask for a change in our law in the 2007 session, 
although it was completely known to all the defense lawyers that this was the case. 
In 2009, it didn't happen. Since 2006, there have been less than 5, certainly less 
than 10 transitory jurisdiction cases filed in ND. Why is ND not a dumping ground 
for cases like this. I like to say in ND you file a lawsuit, and members of the jury 
want to know first of all, why are they not getting any money and why did you file a 
lawsuit to begin with. It's a tough crowd to win a plaintiff's case. In 1987, there was 
a big tort reform package; that was the first big round of tort reform in ND, several 
liability was imposed. Several liability, as you all know, that there is no joint and 
several liability. In other words, at the end of a case a jury apportions fault to the tort 
feasors, those who are found to be at fault, and also finds where there shouldn't be 
fault. If the plaintiff is over 50% at fault, there is no recovery at all. If a defendant is 
found at fault, that defendant only pays that percentage of fault, in other words of the 
verdict amount even if the plaintiff does prevail. That's different than most 
jurisdictions in this country. I have situations where I have a pipe fitter that is dying 
of lung cancer, and by the way if you are only a cigarette smoker and no asbestos 
exposure, you have a 10 times greater chance of contracting lung cancer than the 
background population. In occupational asbestos, no cigarettes, five times, you put 
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them together, 70-90 times. I get panicked calls from widows to get over to the 
hospital, her husband just died, I come over and the door is closed. I walk in and my 
client is sitting up cold, gray and dead. I've lived this. I've been in situations where 
pathologists will not do autopsies unless I strap on the scrubs and go in there with 
them, and get them to do the autopsy. I've been doing this for 27 years now. That's 
the reality, these aren't fake cases, you don't have fake cases in ND because juries 
and judges won't listen to you if you do. Judges will dismiss them. Juries will not 
even see them if their case had no merit. So today we have a group of 16 cases 
filed in 2002 and about 40 cases filed in 2006. Have I been out there with this great 
avalanche of out-of-state cases since that time, no, there have been a couple here 
and there. The worst thing that could happen would be diminish the statute of 
limitations from 6 years to 3 years. That will affect businesses that are evaluating 
whether they have a claim or determining whether their economic injury is severe 
enough over time if it is a tort claim, because that would be three years, unless it is a 
contract based claim, a warranty issue, or a contract based claim. The three years 
would apply; so you're going to hurt businesses that don't want to sue somebody, 
perhaps might not, and often don't sue somebody. You might have a plaintiff that 
won't sue somebody, but wants to wait and determine how severe the injury is. 
Changing the statute of limitations from six years to three, would be the absolute 
worst thing that you people can do in connection with this proposed legislation in my 
opinion. Venue requirements, I think if they're fairly addressed, would not be 
something I would oppose. I don't make my living off transitory jurisdiction cases. I 
did it as a favor. I wanted to find out how long this statute of limitations had been on 
the books, so I went to the LC library and made a copy of the Revised Codes of the 
Territory of Dakota (see attached). The answer is 1887 but probably earlier. The 
very language we have in NDCC section 28-01-16 that relates to the six year 
statute, and a lot of history about our laws. The first place this language comes from 
was in the Revised Codes, 1877. It was published by Pioneer Press in 1883, you 
can scroll up, I marked in pen, the portion that says in section 54 where it talks about 
that you have six years to bring a lawsuit if certain criteria are met. The law stays 
the same from then to now (see the attached for additional places where he marked 
the references). These laws were made mostly by Republican legislatures, a vast 
majority of them were, that's the history of our state. I'm sure that there were people 
who didn't like 6 years, for one reason or another. There might be people coming in 
from out-of-state trying to lobby a particular position for the moment and say it 
should be cut, but this is a big panorama of time. This is where the law comes from. 
It doesn't come from some source, off-hand stray thought by a single legislature in 
an exercise of ill-advised judgment at one time. This is our law, it is our history. I 
wonder why the Chamber of Commerce wants to cut this statute down from six 
years, rather than focus on venue issues. Because it's going to hurt businesses. If 
a ND business had transactions with a company in MN or TX and is aggrieved and 
for other reasons, there were torts, in other words where there was either intentional 
interference with a contract, that's a tort. So that out-of-state company interfered 
with a ND contractual relationship between two ND corporations or that ND 
Corporation and another corporation out of state, that's a tort, that's three years. 
Believe if defendants in civil litigation can make a motion to dismiss a case for 
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summary judgment on the alleged basis of statute of limitations, they will do it. They 
get paid to do it by the insurance company or get paid by the manufacturer, they are 
well funded. They make the motions and they do. So you're going to take rights 
away from ND corporations by enacting this bill. It should not be done. As far as 
statistics, there is no evidence in front of this committee about a dumping ground. 
There is no evidence before this committee that there is a wide or broad large 
number of people who've come into this state to litigate. Why would they? Today, 
because of our climate, which is ranked 2nd by t he National Chamber of Commerce 
for the business climate and our substantive law, not only are our Supreme Court 
decisions that are precedent but our statutory law. When I have a mesothelioma 
case today, that's worth a lot of money. I don't file it in ND. It goes both ways. That 
case will be filed in Philadelphia or Delaware or some other place. I will work with 
those lawyers to ensure that my client gets the best possible return. This is not the 
place and in my opinion, you could change the law all you want, but you're not going 
to change the people who sit on the juries and want to know why you are suing 
somebody. I have an obligation to do what I can for my clients. I do file cases here, 
but they're legitimate cases. I do get concerned with bills like this that explicitly 
express a distrust for our court system. We have a good court system, most of the 
judges that have been appointed are state's attorneys, etc. A high percentage of 
them have been appointed in the first instance by a Republican governors, this is not 
a liberal court system. This is not some fuzzy headed liberal democratic court 
system. We have a conservative jury here in ND, we have conservative judges, we 
have a supreme court which is certainly even-handed, professional and fair. They 
don't bend to do the business of certain interests one way or the other. There is a 
populism that they do recognize, that is part of our culture. I came to ND more than 
31 years ago, and I've always been impressed with the populist strain that exists in 
this state, and I've stayed here for that reason. When I hear that this is a dumping 
ground from people like Mr. Behrens, I tell folks, we scratch the frozen tundra up 
here as plaintiffs' lawyers. It's tough. If you're contemplating looking at venue, I 
don't know whether an interim committee study might be the best way to look at that, 
it can get complex, as Rep. Klemin recognizes. If you perceive or accept as a fact 
what Mr. Behrens says, and it's not factual about a dumping ground, and I think he 
probably doesn't even know that less than 10 transitory jurisdiction cases with 
people who lived out of state were filed here since 2006. He doesn't know that only 
about 40 of them were filed in 2006 and that the other 16-20 cases were filed in 
2002. When you start taking peoples' rights away and if there is the effort to look at 
this in a microscopic situation, where this is what we should be doing today, I 
respectfully submit that it is very important to understand that this statute of 
limitations has stood the test of many years, since our territorial days predating our 
statehood. I urge a Do Not Pass. If the committee would like a copy of all the 
transitory jurisdiction cases that are filed, I will be able to provide that, but it will take 
some time. I'm happy to do it, the numbers I'm giving you are approximates. 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. We will close the hearing . 
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Minutes: 

Chairman DeKrey: We will take a look at HB 1365. Rep. Klemin has a proposed 
amendment. 

Rep. Klemin: This is a hog house amendment of HB 1365. HB 1365 took a 6 year 
statute of limitation for personal injury and made it into a three year statute of 
limitation. As you recall during the hearing there was discussion well, what about 
the other six year statute of limitations; or what about the venue requirements 
because they could be tightened up without changing any of the statute of 
limitations. We've got a statute of limitation in this case that looks like it's been in 
effect since 1877, word for word unchanged. I think that before we jump into doing 
something like that just on the "what if?" we should look at it a little more closely and 
in more detail. Not only would that be the personal injury statute but also with other 
statutes of limitation and venue requirements. This amendment hog housed, instead 
of changing the statute of limitations in this one specific area, this would provide for 
a Legislative Management in the next Interim of those issues. I don't see any 
particular reason to hurry with changing a statute of limitations that's been in effect 
since 1877; if we want to change it, certainly we could do that two years from now, 
when we have a lot more information. 

Chairman DeKrey: Rep. Klemin moved the Klemin amendment on HB 1365. 

Rep. Hogan: Second the motion. 

Rep. Koppelman: I agree that this is an area that should be studied in a broader 
fashion. I don't oppose that effort. I don't like the idea that we're hog housing the 
bill with that, so that we remove the intent of the bill. I think it does make sense, and 
when you look at the fact that we are 1 of only 3 states that has this statute of 
limitations for this type of claim. I think SD had their statute of limitations since 
statehood too, but they changed it obviously for good reason. We did tort reform in 
ND over the years in the 90's, and I think in my discussions with those of us who 
were involved back then and looking at what we did, what other states have done 
since that time, I frankly this was just something that was missed in that effort. We 
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didn't look at statute of limitations as being the necessarily operative issue when it 
comes to tort reform. We've since learned that issues like venue shopping and 
statutes of limitation actually are very important issues. We heard testimony that 
venue shopping wasn't an issue in ND, yet we're told that 60-70 cases in the past 8 
or 9 years are exactly that, as I read the testimony. I think it is something we should 
do, so I'm going to oppose the amendment, although I don't oppose the intent of the 
study. 

Rep. Klemin: Well, I believe that the amendment is germane to the issue that's in 
HB 1365. Secondly, I served on the ND Tort Reform Coalition in the 1980's in which 
we adopted Modified Comparative Fault. I wasn't in the legislature; I was actually 
working on the Coalition. I don't believe this was anything that was missed at the 
time. We weren't focused on the statutes of limitation, rather we focused on fault 
and that's the result of those things that happened from that tort reform. Some of 
the cases that came in the asbestos area could have, and may still have been 
barred by the other act, the Uniform Conflicts of Law Limitations Act. The UCLLA is 
currently before the ND Supreme Court, which may take care of that particular issue, 
but certainly some venue changes would also have taken care of it. I don't think 
anything is going to happen on those cases that had come in, the asbestos cases. 
It's not something from a broader area that's affecting us. As far as anything else is 
of concern, since 1877, this hasn't been too much of an issue but we could certainly 
put it off for two years I think. 

Rep. Koppelman: I didn't say that the amendment was not germane; I think it's very 
germane to the bill, but I said I didn't think it was the best way to handle it. Exclusion 
of a hog house, I would prefer that it would be both, maybe change the statute of 
limitations and then look at other statutes of limitations and then look at other 
statutes of limitations and the venue issue. As to the coalition that you were part of 
in the 1980's, I can't speak to that, I wasn't part of that. I was here in the 1990's, 
though, when we did some tort reform, and I know it wasn't only limited to fault. We 
did things like caps on awards, and different things. We've continued to do other 
things in tort reform over the years. It wasn't just that one effort, that was a 
sweeping effort, but we've done other things including asbestos litigation reform. 
We continue to do that, I just think this was a good next step. 

Rep. Delmore: I think this is a very good compromise. If you look at the testimony 
given on both sides, there wasn't a lot of detail of gee we've got a huge problem with 
dumping and some of those things. What if and maybe it will happen, I think this will 
give us some answers and if it isn't a problem, and it's not broken, we don't need to 
fix it. If we fix it up and it hasn't been a problem, I don't know if that is the most 
prudent move we could make as a committee. I certainly like the idea of Rep. 
Klemin to take a look at it in detail, see if there is a problem, see where we need to 
go. 

Chairman DeKrey: We will take a roll call vote on the Klemin amendment. 
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9 YES 5 NO O ABSENT KLEMIN AMENDMENT MOTION CARRIED. 

Chairman DeKrey: We now have the bill before us as amended. What are the 
committee's wishes in regard to HB 1365? 

Rep. Maragos: I move a Do Pass as amended. 

Rep. Delmore: Second the motion. 

12 YES 2 NO O ABSENT 

CARRIER: Rep. Maragos 

DO PASS AS AMENDED 
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Adopted by the Judiciary Committee 

February 7, 2011 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1365 

Page 1, line 1, after "A BILL" replace the remainder of the bill with "for an Act to provide for a 
legislative management study of statutes of limitation and venue requirements for civil 
actions in North Dakota. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF NORTH DAKOTA: 

SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT STUDY - STATUTES OF 
LIMITATION AND VENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL ACTIONS. During the 2011-
12 interim, the legislative management shall consider studying statutes of limitation and 
venue requirements for civil actions in North Dakota. The study must include a review 
of the limitation on the length of time that has passed since a cause of action arose and 
whether the time limitations in current law remain appropriate or should be changed, 
and the extent to which claims are filed in North Dakota courts for claims otherwise 
prohibited in other states due to the relevant statute of limitation having expired. The 
study also must review the venue requirements for bringing a civil action in North 
Dakota and whether the venue requirements should be amended to limit claims being 
brought in this state by nonresidents who have no connection to this state. The 
legislative management shall report its findings and recommendations, together with 
any legislation required to implement the recommendations, to the sixty-third legislative 
assembly." 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 11 8206 01001 
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2011 HOUSE ST ANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILL/RESOLUTION NO. / 3&,.5 

House JUDICIARY Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken: D Do Pass D Do Not Pass [B" Amended D Adopt Amendment 

D Rerefer to Appropriations D Reconsider 

Motion Made By f<Pf · k/-t,h1..jAIU Seconded By ~, ~J 

Representatives Yes No Representatives Yes No 
Ch. DeKrev v Rep. Delmore v 
Rep. Klemin v-- Rep. Guaaisbern V 
Rep. Beadle V Rep.Hoaan V 
Rep. Boehnina . / Rep. Onstad y 
Rep. Brabandt ,/ 

Rep. Kingsbury ✓ 
Rep. Koooelman ✓ 
Rep. Kretschmar ✓ 
Rep. Maraaos ✓ 

Rep. Steiner ✓ 
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Absent 

(Yes) No --------''----- ---------------
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If the vote is on an amendment. briefly indicate intent: 
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House JUDICIARY Committee 
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Action Taken: ~o Pass D Do Not Pass ~ended D Adopt Amendment 

D Rerefer to Appropriations D Reconsider 
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Reoresentatives Yes No Reoresentatives Yes No 
Ch. DeKrey v Reo. Delmore v 
Rep. Klemin ,/ Rep. Guaaisberg /, 

Rep. Beadle ,/ Rep.Hogan V 
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Reo. Maragos v 
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Module ID: h_stcomrep_25_011 
Carrier: Maragos 

Insert LC: 11.8206.01001 Title: 02000 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1365: Judiciary Committee (Rep. DeKrey, Chairman) recommends AMENDMENTS 

AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS (12 YEAS, 2 NAYS, 
0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1365 was placed on the Sixth order on the 
calendar. 

Page 1, line 1, after "A BILL" replace the remainder of the bill with "for an Act to provide for a 
legislative management study of statutes of limitation and venue requirements for civil 
actions in North Dakota. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF NORTH DAKOTA: 

SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT STUDY-STATUTES OF 
LIMITATION AND VENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL ACTIONS. During the 2011-
12 interim, the legislative management shall consider studying statutes of limitation 
and venue requirements for civil actions in North Dakota. The study must include a 
review of the limitation on the length of time that has passed since a cause of action 
arose and whether the time limitations in current law remain appropriate or should be 
changed, and the extent to which claims are filed in North Dakota courts for claims 
otherwise prohibited in other states due to the relevant statute of limitation having 
expired. The study also must review the venue requirements for bringing a civil action 
in North Dakota and whether the venue requirements should be amended to limit 
claims being brought in this state by nonresidents who have no connection to this 
state. The legislative management shall report its findings and recommendations, 
together with any legislation required to implement the recommendations, to the sixty
third legislative assembly." 

Renumber accordingly 

(1) DESK (3) COMMITTEE Page 1 h_stcomrep_25_011 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

Provides for a legislative management study of statutes of limitation and venue 
requirements for civil actions in ND 

Minutes: There is attached testimony 

Senator Nething - Chairman 

Representative Klemin - Introduces and explains what they did on this bill in the House 
Judiciary committee. He explains this bill was introduced to change the statute of 
limitations on civil action for personal injury from 6 years to 3 years. He says most of the 
other states have a statute limitation that is for 2 or 3 years. ND has had the 6 year 
limitation since 1897. He explains how some from other states file action in ND when the 
statute of limitations has run out in their own state. He gives examples of the asbestos 
cases coming to ND and the Vick-Nair case in which the District Court had dismissed those 
cases brought to ND. They appealed to the Supreme Court and the Supreme Court 
interpreted or referred to the Uniform Conflicts of Laws Limitations Act. They decided in the 
Vicknair case that the statute of limitations period in ND does not apply to those plaintiffs; 
rather they are still governed by the statutes in their home states which they have missed. 
He said that was one of the reasons for reducing the statute to begin with but now it doesn't 
look like they can do that because of the Supreme Court case on that issue. He says the 
House Judiciary committee decided to hog house the bill which now makes it a study of 
both the statute of limitations and the venue requirements. 

Jeb Oehlke - ND Chamber of Commerce - See written testimony. 

Senator Olafson - Said he was pleased to see the language of the study addressing the 
issue of non-residents filing in this state when they have no connection to the state. 

Larry Boschee - ND Defense Lawyer Association - In support of the study - He said he 
would like shorter limitation periods. He explains how this would benefit cases by 
preventing stale claims. He says it would level the playing field giving everyone the 
opportunity to get fresh evidence. It would also bring ND into the main stream. Most states 
have 2 o 3 year limitation period. He said he gets phone calls from other states inquiring 
on statute of limitation. Currently there are 29 Alabama plaintiffs suing in Grand Forks 

II 
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County along with plaintiffs from Illinois, Louisiana, Texas and Nova Scotia Canada. He 
explains how the Vicknair case took ten years and how all cases that come here from out of 
state depletes the judicial resources of the state that could be used and better serve cases 
that do belong here. 

Allen Austad - ND Association for Justice - He says this study will be a valuable one and 
they are in support of this study. 

Opposition - O 

Close the hearing on HB1365 

Senator Lyson moves a do pass 
Senator Sitte seconds 

Roll call vote - 6 yes, 0 no 

Senator Sitte will carry 
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Roll Call Vote # -J.'-----

2011 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILL/RESOLUTION NO. 13/6 

Senate Judiciar 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Committee 

Action Taken: YJ Do Pass D Do Not Pass D Amended D Adopt Amendment 

D Rerefer to Appropriations O Reconsider 

Motion Made By~ ~ ,,.__ Seconded By &-~~"1Y~d,="'1'-+----·""~--"--::Z-~-~~-

Senators Yes No Senators Yes. No 
Dave Nethina - Chairman ~ Carolyn Nelson X. 
Curtis Olafson - V. Chairman L 
Stanley Lyson V 

Maraaret Sitte V 
Ronald Sorvaaa V 

' 

Total (Yes) __ __,~""';z.,__ ___ No ....:::::::_-f:z_::___ _______ _ 

Absent 

Floor Assignment qe,,w;!t/1 :>',':JI:, , 
If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Module ID: s_stcomrep_ 41_002 
Carrier: Sitte 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1365, as engrossed: Judiciary Committee (Sen. Nething, Chairman) recommends 

DO PASS (6 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed HB 1365 
was placed on the Fourteenth order on the calendar . 

(1) DESK (3) COMMITTEE Page 1 s_stcomrep_ 41_002 
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'• ' . ._,;• Y.ear· J~r0giy_ Be~tlmm pul;,lished hi~ criticism of Blackstone, which was ·iu_ (3.ct a 
- 7 _;·-· '"' .··- .-,~-:;,··-critic,ism .. of ''.judge-:made'.~-law .. and .. _an argument in favor of _codification. :fr.O_m 
, ' · , :.":/hat time, unj;il_ his_ death in iB?.2>in _a; s~ries of publications covering almost 

,\ 

, _'/c. ev"cry department of lajv, Bentharn_:(narshalled the arguments in ·favor of !educing . 
"·' .. ,. an::law:to a''statutory.form:. •Though·c_odification has"been the most prominent 

. s'ubfe~t·o(i,e'giit discus~ion duriiig tlie ~eiitury, it is safe to say that 'not an' 'argu-
.. rr1ent in 'its favor has,been niad.e,:which ?innot be found in the writillgs of its first 
advocaio. Unheeded for 'a quarter of a-.c,i'nfory, toward the cfose of his life, Ben
tham ,drew to his support a brilliant school, composed of such men as Austin, 
John Stewart Mill, father and son, Macauley, Romilly; Brougham and Langdale. 

·The· eX.treme, conservatism of England and the reaction against all innovation, 
Caus~d by the atrocities of the French ·Revolution, prevented the early success of 
codification. The immediate effect of the teachings of Bentham and his associ- · 
Eites was limited to compreh~nsive reforms in tht-1 existing system of law, instead 
of resulting in the adoption of _that system for which he contended. 
/ 'l'h~ writi~gs of Bentham and Austin made a profound impression in the 
United States and were potent factors in producing great reforms in·lhe law of 
practice a:nd evidence. Codification, however,. received only n casual and theo~ 
:reticB.l consideration at·the hands of·the great masters of American jurisprudence 
in thy ear .. ly par~ of. tp{s ce~tu!y .. ~o.per~on appeared.among_ tl~~m _to take ~p 

. the subject' with the ·z,fol of ·a reformer:' In the thirties it fou'nd such an advocate 
,in David :ri',;diey Field:'' 

0

He. broiight:t~ this ca,;se an enthu~iasm- aki,; .to. th~t.of 
, Garr_is<;>n 'in the anti-slavery movement. To it ho consecrated his IifC, ·placing' it 

· above persOnal gai'n oi- professi(?nai,sucCess. His first paIIll)hJ0t was published in 
~837 and sci vigorous.was the campaign which he ·carried on in the state_ of New 
York that his reform was made a part of the constitution of 1846. Section 17 of 
8.rticle 1 of ihat constifUtion, providing for a .comffiission io codify the subStantive 
_law, read as f~llo.ws: · , .. ·: .. , · · · · '· · ·· · · 

. "The legislature at its first sessio,n after the adoption of this constitution, shall 
appoint three commissioners WhOse duty it shall be to reduce into a wri~ten and 
Systematic codo, the whole body of the law of this state, or so much and such 
parts thereof as to the said commissioners shall seem practicublc and expedient; 
and the said commissioners shall specify Buch alt.eratious and amenclmm;ts therein 
as they shall deem prop~t, and they shall at all times make reports of their pro
ceedings to the legislatllre when called upon to do so; and the legislature shall 

1, 
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llt·· . .· pass.Jaws regulatiiig t)i~)~,'i'~leof office, the fi]liffi(of )acancies therein, and tho ii!~ft. c911:1p~n:9a_tion o! ~~id c◊~-~t~sio .. ners, an~l shaU/qs_!~f.ptovid? f~r th'e publication ·of 
~ . tho said code, pdor t6 its being prese1itcd to \hflegisla.ture for adoption." 
!:'•T#· :-_ ' S0otion 2 Of Urti~le _'6 ,·of_ tho· c9nstitution, P.~9~~4i1:lg.-fc;n·: ·ii.· ·oon~mi?sion on the 

I
~(--·:_:.:· ·, 'subject of prncti.~e and:pl~~dings, read-as follow~{:'.\:>. : . ·.. . 

r,-.... ·> . > ."Tlie legislat~re.~Uts_'.fi_rsbiession after the'=i,i;!~~Jior_l c:\f this constitution, shall· 
. ~:.: .. ~-:-··?<· provide-·for the apf>Oin._tm·~nt Of -three Comm'i8~f0~'-81i,•-w·ho~e

1 

d{1t.y it sh&ll be to 
,! .. ;· ·• · reviSe, reform,.BimplifY 4na >utjritlge the rules")i\;f{i>~act.ice, i)leadin~s, forms and 

~T · proceedings of the .courts· of ·record of this .stafo;-'aitd to report thereon to the 
'@lf_i;f~ fegisIBtur'c, subjOCt ·to·t1:it}·~d~ption and mo<lifi~ati~il from time to time." -1iffi;; · pJj_._~utu:it" t"o th980 conStitlltion_al provisions. t,4e_ legislature of N ew·Y ork in 1847 

::' . .,l'e·'·•,.•,•.A:.•·;:,;,:·:.:.::: .. •··,·,·.·.:.'.·.:_/ .. :/._'·. ·._.passetj.. all act_. Cre~_tG{f( thC ·_two coinmissioriE!~_._.an_cl ··the Comrtlissioners ·were 
. .. apj)Qin·~.d- tha(Y~~~.': ¥i-.' E1.e.ld·· wlls nOt· a :_Iti~ITlbBr· of either coinmission Els 

originally constitiited, but' one of the first appointees resigned i1nmediately, and 
. tffrj;,.::... .. -M~:.Fi'efd was ~PP.oillie'd"ift·hiij;p1a·ce .. ns·one ot:th~ __ commissioners-on practice and 
' ~-,."'· . _:p1~aai~k . '.This -~o~ffii~siri~ iii' 1848 ·:reported: ·.ti{t.,cocl~ ·of ·ciVil. procedure ·which 

.·.:, ... f':._,.·_:.;.; __ ;,._·.:,_ •. :_·:.~_ .. ·,·',··-- , .· ~-~~ ·_.ridoPted 'that :Y,;~r~ (4i_~•I Y/1:iicp. 'has be~n ei~U~te'di lil. !DO~t" ·of_ the states of the·: 
_ , · ·uniOn_. Th0 cOdo 0£ cr'ifuiri.B.i proCBdure, wP,ich :_the:C~mm'is.Si6ri- reported the 

.. ,,,, : , f~liowiiig yea~, wa~ not i>aoi,ted in New York rintiL18Bi, ·.. · · · · · : ~f'.{• .. : ;_'_ 0

MOre½,•di~~u1t·y-'wa~- ·e~Pe~ien'.~ed in Be.curing _cO~miS~JOn~l'S to co.dify the sub-
~\(.. stantive law. The· first commission appointed in 1847 resigned. In 1849 a new 

l&t ~;,t;.as'passed providing for another commission, but John d. Spencer, one.of its 
·-.···• m·Ost' J}forriinent mefilb0rs'· 'refused to serv0 and in 1850 the commission was 
.· abolished by on act of the legislature, In 1857 another act was passed under 

!!\;'; which David Dudley Field, Wm. Curtis Noyes and Alexaitder W. Bradford were 
lJ appointed commisSionors to continue in office for five years and to prepare codes 
&; of all the law not covered by the work of the commission on practice and plead-,-. 

ing, In April, 18G2, the term .of office of these •commissioners was extended to 
1865. In the last named year they reported to the legislature the draft of a 
political code, a penal code and a civil code, Of these the penal code alone has 
become a l~w in the. stat~ of New York though it was not adopted there uritil 
1882.' The civil code. lias twice passed the legislature.and ea.qh time been vetoed, 
owing to tho opposition of the bar. · ·'. · 

h 'i. '1,-h'.i~'~tat~ i8'Bo''iEL
1i}ie"if'ihdobt0d to Oaliforii'i~: for"ci.odificlltions in its syStem of 

j!i',•, ,.,: '• :,, ",.; -':lj::.;t,' •,,~ , ·• ;_'"'".,, ,, •.'.J-'••I · ;;.:01·1•·• ... , , _ C 

:';, . . c~des tJ:ia.t 'it is proper ·:i;, give a brief sketch•of_,·codifio~tion-in that. state . 
. Stephen 'J. Field, a brother of David Dudley Field, was .his law partner in New 

,,, . · Yor~:;City from W41 t~ fs~/( <luring the period of the latter's great.est activity in · · 
,:? . 

1 thi1-l'"ri~tl§'O' Of c·oatfiCRtio~'.·,r .. •tn 1848 h~ rem'Oved to balif~rnia. As a member· 'of 
the judicinry committee ,of the first legislatiVe assembly of that state he exerciSed 
a contTolling iriflnence over 'its legislation. He framed two ads on the subject of 
C:rimiii8.l and ciVil practicc"which became laws and were thereafter known in that 

1\· staf.e ··u~ tho Civil ·and Criminal Practice Acts: "They were modeled upon the _.:-
codes of civil and criminai"procedure drnft.cd hy the NCw York commission. In 

i'.'. 1868 a commission was appointed to revise ihe laws of the state. This commis. 
·: . ii6_:ri apparently d~d not aCcoD?plish much, for the ne~t legislature passed an ·act 
/' c;eatillg anotheI' commisSiori. upon the same Sn bjeCt. The latter commission 

J i;r .· (ii ~1,1 ;I~ 
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ion·of 
~,(<fr ~rep~~t~f to th~ iegi~lature o{J,S},2four•cod~s, the civil, political,_ penal and civil 
~:j'., ::,.procedure;cand the .saa,iewm·~•adopted Marnh 12th, 1872, after havrng been revrnod 
=.4f )bY ~--i~)·i\~i_:C:o-~rnit.t~m-of-t_he fo~:i~:~.~t~!~: · '.'A'~loptthe coch_iH m~U. 11111crn.l ~hem uJ;t~er
f.t.~.... . wards,'.>:was-the motto of thc:.c·onrm1ss10n nnd ·of the legislative eom1mt.tee. J.lie I' .'_ .. '.'Cod~~ -~~re .. t~ go_ ir~to.effect."f~~~--~~.ry)st;:-187.3. · ·In ,June, 18721 a ~omrn~ssion was 
~i .-)~PP9_1n.~ed to:eX;a~mne them R}td:.p.rop9se an1,endi:nents for th~ e011s1dernt10n of t.ho 

, l~\ ,Ilex_t 1egislatu_re, Stephen J·. Fi~ld,·then·.a·· ,justice .of. "the supreme court of the 

:- s a_nd' lJ~\\ ~!,_, · ·-·~-,'p~i-~~d.Sta~es, -.~as. ap~oi~t-~~-:~~1-~/,_of}l.1~- m~.rr_1b~r~ of t.l~iR commis~ion. The cor~1-
· 'o ··the . ,},\!J J;i_ ,._._m1ss_10n orgap1zed at once and,·w,ork~d·sle~d1ly·_at-_thmr task until October, 187.J, 

' ~:i~; ~ ·: when they _reported to .the governor·-'what,1s ·known as ''.The ·Report of the Exam~ 
. 1847. • . ',. !'' ... :-,.~ners of the.Codes.". This consisted· of.a draft of'four acts, one to amend each of 

: sliaH 
be 'to 

· . .:..w01•fr · f.}if)J·. -.~-: th~ .. q9d~s.-···.·:r.?eir:·pro~o~ed;:,~-r_~_1~u9"~~nt~-"t_o··:~h~:civil1
• co~e -covered eighty-eight 

1n as: .., ~if : pag:es1 -t_? .t~e.code of..01v1Lpr~~ed,~,r~\:,?'!1:e.~undred and eight p~ges, to the penal 
< ai{d ;~\c_'' code tw?nty-thrco pages and ·to the poht10al'code· twenty-pages. Thyse amend-· 
·, and merits ,.ii,~_,,- adopted .in 1874.:.:·ThJ:co,Jes a,;·thhs:amended, are the ones which are 

1llich' o/t,\' • _, ,llow fll.riiiliar· to· the -profesSion \n. th}~:;State:.: · 

,.f .the .. In the ·early days of the territdry:·or" D~kota, the legislative assembly was as 
the active on the subject of codification as the most ardent reformer could nsk. 
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Hardly a session passed during the first ten years-and the sessions were then 
an~ual--in which one or more codes were not introduced and adopted. These 
codes were taken either from those prepared by the New York commissioners, 
or from other states in which codes based on the w0rk of the New York com
missioners1 had been adopted. The following is a record of the various enact
ments of this kind: 

. A code of 9i~il- procedure taken fr.om Ohio was adopted at the first session of 
the legislative· assembly in 1862. In 1868 this code was repealed and the code of 
civil procedure of New York adopted in its place. 

A code of criminal procedure was also passed at the first session of the legis
lative assem_bly in 1862. The code: thus adopted was repealed in "1869 and rf
placed by the ·code of criminal proc~dure prepared by the New York commission
ers. This code was again amen,Jecl ahd re-enacted in 1875. 

1· ju~tiC~~'. code was a:d~Pfoci'"~C the. firSt. seSSion of th6 1egislntive assembly 
in 1862. This was repealed at the •next session of the legislative assembly in 
1863 and a new code adopted in its ·place. This aguin wns repealed in 186G and 
another complete code on the subjecfenactcd. 

A penal code wa.; adopted at the ·second session of the 1egislative assembly i11 
1863. It was repealed in 1865 and the penal code drafted by the Now York COlll-

mi_ssioi1ers adopted in its place.· .:_,:· -
A probate code was adopteci· in 186.5 . 
The civil code prepared by the .New York commission was adopted in lSGG, 

taking effect January 12th,,18G6. The territory of Dakota was the first English 
comillunity to adopt a codification ~f its substantive law. It has been quite geu
erally supposed that California took the lead in this matter. '!'his ·is a mistake, 
however, as the civil code was not adopted there until 1872. 

. ' 
All the above ·codes were adopted by the legislative assembly of Dakota without 

any revision by a commission and with only such adaptation to the other laws of the 
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·_. teiritory ns could be giyen by thtdegisl~#Y~ .. (!~r~Ih\tt:CeS:'··_··l:-Javing been proparnd 
,/ ' 'Jitii'respectto1a<system' cif laws in New:Y9tl<;:lll\/l•iii niany cases referring to other 

.. , siatutiis of that 'state, the codes; HS adopted by'.the):crritory, were incomplete und 
cOntaincd· mm1y provisions· wholly ina})plic~~!~J{_:the oondilior.i.~ of our people. 

In' 1875 an net was passed r)roviding· for.jt•.:90rnmi8sion of three to rcviso tlw 
codes and statutes of the territory, (cbapter:2:i·,~f,tlw laws of 1874-5). J>ursnant 
to· this net tho governor appointed P ... o.:,.13h(li1:n.on, then chief justice ·of tho 

·. ~tipfeme ·ctmrt of-the territory, GranviUe __ G;-:·,~~i{TlPtt, nn -utisocillto justice of the 
SUJ)l'eine ,cmurt;i"arid Bar.tlett ,Tripp, as co'IllmiSSiOll9_fs. They prepared the revision 

_of,1877, ,· In thei~ work'tbis commission was greatly aided by the system of codes 
·whioh·h·ad ,just:been adopted in California and'mcist .of'the changes made by them 
~0~~ taken·from ~hat-sO·urce.· ''.:,·· ,.:.· ... _,. . . · ·. · 

, Chapter 83 of th" laws of 1887 provided' for_a.QDIIlmi~~i_on to compile tho laws 
orthii"torritory, · E. ·W·:, Caldwell and Cha,lesJ:l. Price. were appointed as com-

. missioners· pursuant to, this·act and preparedJhe:. eorripilation of 1887.. · '!.'he a~t, 
,_ i.illdef. _which th6y served limited thcfr !)o_v/~I'Ei *p· -~~Oa_~piliition aud for this remmn .. 

, . nothing' .was done by them either to supply .. defici_encies in the law .or remove its 
repugnant provisions, By chapter 36 o·f the:laws of 1889, this compilation was 
de"clared to be admi~sible in the _courts.of the·· tCfri.tory m~ legal evidence of the 
statutes therein printed,. · · · 
. ,.jJpon .the admission of the state of North, Dakota,,the necessity was at once 
felt of..a·eommission,to adapt the laws then in force to the constitution of the 
state and harmonize the large body of statutes which had been passed since tho 
revision of 1877. Chapter 82 of the laws of 1891 provided for a commission of 
three to accomplish this;object-two.of the· commissioners to be attorneys at law 
·and one an experienced business man. The governor: of the state-appointed as 

· commissioners under this act, P. H. Rourke of Lisbon, Robert M. Polk,ck of 
·casselton and J. G. Hamilton_ of Grau·d Fo~ks. The• commission o:rganized at 
once, appointing J. F .. Philbrick of Bismarck, secretary, and on the meet-
1ng_ of the legislative assembly in January, 1893, presented a report ~ho,:,,ing 
ill·"·'·detail those provisions -of our st~tutoiy. law· which should be continped 

·in force and those which should be repealed, They also prepared a large 
nu,mber of bills,for tlie, purpose of· supplying :d~ficiencies _ in the sy~tem of 
_l~isJ}hm ii} f~rce an~ ad~pting those- laws• to-the- new constitution. Owing, how_ 
ev8r, to the prot~acted· cOnt~st for tho. elect~on of a United States senator during 
thjs_,s_e~sion of,JPe legf,s~ayve, assembly, nothing was done towards carrying the 
~e~offiinondatiori~ of ·'.the~ Commission into effect. -

The same session of the legislative assembly, ( chapter 74 of the laws of 18\JB ), 
provided for the present commission. The appointrno11ts were made in M11reh of 
tl;iat year and soon,after:.the commission organized and appointed Charles .J. _Fisk 

. ·•, ' :"t· ' "'' ·•"·•· ... ,, ,, .-,, 'J '.' • • • 

qfr'~~~n9 Forks, ~~cre~a~y .. ·J;n carrying out the work, certain codes were m1signed 
to each member. The probate _and just'ices' codes were assigned to Mr, Corbet, the 
penal code and code of· criminal procedure to Mr, Newton, and the civil code and 
code of civil procedure_'to Mr. Amidon. The political code was' reserved for the 
joint action of the entire commission, with the assistnnce of its secretary, When 
the legislative assembly convened in January, 18%, the commission reported to.' 
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that body .seven bills pr~vidi~;:\;,/~~v!;,')iiffe;~~t codes, embracing the entire 
statutory law of the etate. A special:johit committee· was appointed. to take 
oh8.rge of this-work. 1'iany cba_nge~;:~~-f6.}na<l~.:by_'tho commitloe and the legi6-

,, • ·· lative ·asscmibly-:iri .the· report _o{;" .tl;ie,' ~(?~n'.tis'?iQ~-~·. Tho_. most imporian~ of these_ 
,.-'~-~:- ,:~·. · changes-.Was the. subs~i.tutio~ of.;--~~p :r~ri.t.l~e1y<.n~w.:_~y_st~-~ .?f revenue nud ;taxntion 
a_nt S. · in the·political ,code, which vvas ~adeibY;(/ie}egi~la~iv~ -~~sembly too late in the . 

, th~; ~· aession for .careful consideration: · . ' · · · · · · 
_,the· · In printing· the·:·codes. the conimission.:hns. in4icated in the margin opJ)osite 
.··iori ' ' ·each se(;ti~m the Origin of·any staiutej_lll~I'.,~~d-i:U,.-th~ .. Cod~s, t~k~u. frorr:i, the laws 
des . . . of the territory oLDakota or the- state .of- N8rth- Dakota: Where entirely new 

'\0Dl rriatter was introduced by ·the Pr.~~ent .~0~1riif~~iOD n~) referenc~· whatever is con-
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.In. preparing· this revision ~h_c __ c,9.~ID~.~sio!]-' .h,_~s. undBi-tiiken a task ·of gr~at 
magnitude and difficulty. · It involved '.much more than a··mere compilation or 

-rearrangement of . ,Pre-existing; ·sfatut~s. : 'Not 
0

onlr l\~ve many changes been 
made in the form .. of existing law·, bq.t-_i,~\.e0.ch o_f .the n0w codes.!l_ large number of 
provisions wholly-new in. this jurisdictiO!J· hav:e been added. _.The period Aince 
our last revision in 1877 has been mB.rked bY great activity in legislation and 
codification. The Codes embraced in that revision have be6n enacted in many 
other ~tates, and before such enactment were subjected to careful revision aud 
have since beeo,,largely modified _by amendment. It has been the aim of the 
commission to brfag the codes of this state down to date-to em body in them the 
improvements of other· states, and "B.dd such new provisions as were necesAary to 

:give effect to our constitution and harmonize and complete our system of law. 
While fully exp!'cting that experience will di_scover many imperfections in our 
work, we also trust that experience· will show the r'evision to be a substantial 
improvement in the honorable work.of. our colllmonW0alth in the cause of codifi
cation. 

B'Q:.RKE CoRBET1 
G_iio. W. NEWTON, 

C1iARLEB F. AMIDON . 

.·ted •. 
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,§-.6109. Other pe~l_c,~~-;'_:;iTlif,<_f_ullowing actions 
menced within the- foll6Wirig~,pe·ri6"tlf:L'ufte(:the e11usc 
nccrli6d. ·-:-•·· ... - · ·· · ,, ··· ·:· •. ,. · 

§ 6200. Ten yeaHi; ·.·• ,Vitliii;\irn y,,ars, ,. 
1. An action upc;m,_a:,j1J_dgrr~i:mt>o1: (~0crec of uny CO\~r,.t 

United Statc_s· or of.'·,;tj1Y,·S_~~-te_or}1/~r.ltr_,r_y wit_hi_n. the pn~~}_ijl 
• 2. An act10r~ upo~:_a _co_ntra~_t '.~911ta1~le~-- 111 ,_my convEl~a-. 

·mortgage of or mstrumcnt affec.tu1g the· title: to real properb ~ 
a covenant of witrra1ity, -Hll:·-action •u'fibn . .which must be cdffi 
within ten years ~ftef' th~ fiilal" cie-ci:Slo11 u~fairtst th·c· title c{Wt 

.r
1
: ::c.Ci,: 1•. cn;n~o~·;)l_ Six years. -~~;~~i~~i,-~:a~~: , .. 
, .. ,,- '·, _am'~\. . L An action upon· _a· cop.tract, o,b\igation or liability,, 

'implied, excepting those mentioned fri Rection 5200 . 

§ 55, G. Ch·. I'. 

l; 56, c. Clv. I'. 
§ 1, c. 87, 1893, 

am'd. 

§ .i7, C. Ci\'. l'. 

. 2. An action upon a liability created by stat_nte', other t 
,alty or forfeiture, wbeir:not o_therwise-expressly provided. :.r 

B. An action for trespass ·upon r0_al prope"rty: ·. · ·i 
4. An action for taking, detainiug,or injuring any good 

tels, including actions for the specific recovery of personfll 
5. · An action for criminal conve_rsation, or for any othe£i 

the person or rights of another :riot aris_ing on contract, all 
inafter enumerated. . 

6. An action for relief on the groun'd of fraud in cases~ 
tofore were solely cognizable by the Court of ch,ancery, tl(" a 

action in such case not to be deemed to have accrued~· 
discovery by the aggrieved party o,f the facts constituting'j· . 
. § 6202. Three years. Within three years: 
1. An action against a sheriff, coroner or constable upmt'' 

incurred by the doing of an act in his official capacity an~'.~; 
of his office, or·by the omission of an official duty, inclucliii.1& 
payment of money collected u'pon an execution. But th1 
shall not apply t.o an action for an escape. .:: . 

. ~- ~n ~ction up~--~.-Y: ~-~~~~~-~?~.a P?nalty or foffeituri\1 
act10n 1s given to the party aggrieved;·or to such party an~·.-i_t 
except _when the statute imposing it prescribes u ditl'erenb ' 

~ 6203. Two years. Withintwo years: '. 
l. An action for libel, slander, assault, battery or fals· 

ment. 
2. An action upon a statute for: 

state. 
3. An action for the recovery of damages resulting · 

practice. _ . . . .. 
4. An action for injti.ri6s done to the person of anotli_ ., 

death ensues from such injuries; and· the cause of action}r§.lifl 
deemed to have accrued at the time of the death of the party,, .. , ··~""l 

§ 6204. One year. Wit.bin one year: ''-,. 
1. An action against. u sheriff or other officer for the esC 

prisoner arrested or imprisoned on civil process. 'Yf 
§ 6206. Balanc_e of open account. In an act.ion ,Ijt .... 

rncover a balance due upon u mutual, open and current acc~·R,B.t!,~ 
there have boon reciproenl <l.emancls between the parties, thfcaU 
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. · §§ 5199-5205 cooE oF·8tvtL·ii.R60Eburd<1C: 
. :· /'"' 

, . ; § 52, C. Clv. I'. 

~~ r.a, c. Clv. l'. 

:·§ _54, C, Clv. l'. 
am'd. 

!-ij 55, C, Clv. P. 

~ 56, C. Clv.- P. 
_, 9 1, c. 87, 1893, 

am'd. 

· § 57, C. Clv. P. 

~ § 58, C. Clv. I'. 

AHTIOLE 3.-TiME·op 06Mil-irndiN(f O'l'HEH AoTroNs. . ' ' ' .... ' ,"'. 

§ 6199. Other periods, · 1'ho 'follo,:_;ing :actions rnusl. be cor 
m_~nCedi~ithiu the follO',\Ti11g "pe~C)t}s ·:.a:ft~!.: .t,}10 cau'se of action h 
llCCI'U(:<l. . . . ·' ' . ' . • , 

R 6200. Ten years, Within fan yoitrs: · f ·. 
1. An action upon .a_ jutlgm·ent-_-'or_ <l~crOo of •nny court 0£ the :f. 

United St.ates or of any stati, oi: forri\ory·,vit:hin tho United States, 
2. ~An action upon a contract .. :cqut_~in~_(1, i_u .. any conveyance or _, 

mortgB.ge-'of or instrument ,at{~cting:·-.t)ie: ·title lo. real property except 1 

a. c6venant of warranty/·an action- uf>Cm which must be commenced ·' 
within £en years after the\ fi!!flI"d~CisiqP,:UgO:i_1ist the title of the cov- · 
enantor." ·· 

_§~6?01. Six years . .'W1thini{ii_years:._, _ . . .. . _. 
-,l, , An action upon ~- 6ontra0t, obligation_' or liabj1ity, express or 

implied, excepting thos0~ineiitioned; i_n-se·ctfoii-:5200. 
· · 2_.·.: A1;1:-adiu11 upon a l~_ability cre4~e4. Uy_s_t.nt~1t~, other than a pen
alty or forfeiture, when not Other.wi~e:ex})rcs.Sly".provided: , 
. . ·,B, · An action for trespass upbn-reill proper.\y. :. ' · .. 

4.: :An action for takirig, detainirig~or'.injuriug any goods or chat
tels, including actions for- the specific tccovery of personal property. 

5. · An action for criminal conversation, or for uny other injury to 
the person or rights of another not arising on contract, and not here-
inafter enumerated. · 

fi. An action for relief on the ground of fraud in cases which here. 
tofore were solely cognizable by the court of chancery, the cause of 
action in such case not to be deemed to· have accrued until the 
discovery by the aggrieved party of the facts constituting the fraud. 

§ 6202. Three years. Within three years: 

1. · An action against a sheriff, coron_er·or constable.Upon a liability 
incurred by the doing of an act in his' Official capacity and by virtue 
of his office, or by the omission of an official duty, including the non
payment of money collected upoh an execution. But this section 
shall not apply to an action for an escape. . 

2, An action upon a statute for a penalty or forfeiture, when the 
nc_tion is given to the party '!lggtj.~;v--ed, or to snc:1_1 party and the state, 
except when the statute imJ)Osing it prescribes a different limitation. 
·,·§ 6203. 'Two years.· :Within· two·yeiirs'°· .. 

1. An action for libel, slander, assault, battery or false imprison
ment. 

2. An action upon a statute for a forfoiluro or penalty to the 
state. 

3. An action for the recovery_ of.· clumngos ,resulting from ma1-
prnctice. . 

4. An action for injuries done to the pornou of another, when 
death ensues from such injuries; and the rnwse of action shall be 
deemed to· have accrued at the time of the death of the party injured, 

§ 6204. One year. Within one year: 
1. An action against a sheriff or other- officer fOr the escape of a ,. 

pr_isoner arrested or imprisoned-on civil process. 
§ 6206. Balance of open account. In an action brought to 

recover a balance due upon a mutual, open and current account, when 
there have been reciprocal demands between tho purtics, the calise of 
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ction shall be deemed to have accrued frciiiithe,tinie·of the last item 
rOVCd in the acc'Ount on either "Side:· ., . ··:.::,\/1 \{;((· ·. 

··. §:6206. Forfeiture by person.·: .State::,:c;an''aciion upon a 
tat:µt~ f_or- a··:pen.Ulty or forfeiture- ·giv:~ri. 'in}.~hol~.;-~y.,_in part to uny 

perSpn who·WiU Pr'osecuto for the· sa1110:'.~~~t-;b0'_.Cqi!tmenced within 
· on·e::year after th_e commission of the -.offer~se·; ·_ -~'nj;l"if(the action is not 
Cotn}nenced wit4ill .. tb0.year by a priVO.t$ p8.ftY;Jt'_·~.a,j.be•commencod 
within two years thereafter in··.behulf-.of,tlie1stat.f. by the attorney 
general, or by·the ·stv.te's attorney·of the county..wher,i 'the offense was 
com.mitted. .. · .. . .· .· ... · 
.1 • f.6207 .. Other relief ten years; :·Ai:ic.aetipri for relief no! 
h_erOinbefore -provided for_ must. De: 6omni~ri.c6CLWithin .. ten years after 

§§ 6206-5211 

§ r)ri, c. ctv. I'. 
UJU'd.. . 

troo, c. div. r. 

tb0:•Cause·of action_shD.11 have aCcrlied.'',. · . ::._. ·: : ·. . · 
. § '6208 .. ·same to state and 'personsi.:'The limitations pre-· §GI, c.rnv. P. 

' r\bed i!)_this chapter shall appl,fto ·actioris 'brought in the name of 
he: _state, or for its ben6:fit, in. tlie-saroe -:IDB.I111er-.as, to· actions by 
-~ivate parties; · · 

4:-"-Gm:iEnAL P&ovrsroNs i..s ;o THE. TIME OF Co,11,,ENOING 
ACTIONS.: 

. § '6209. .When action deemed commenced. An action is i 1\2, o. Olv. P. 
· ommenced as to each defendant when the ·summons is served on am'd. 

''im, or on a oodefendant who is tl joint contractor or otherwise 
'nited in in'terest with him. An attempt to commence an action is 
eemed equivalent to the commencement thereof within the meaning 
f this chapter, when the summons is delivered, with the intent that 
· shall be actually served, to the sheriff or other officer of the county · 

··~ which the defe·udants, or une of them usually or last resided; or, 
a corporation is defendant, to the sheriff or other officer of the 
unty in which was situated the principal place of business. of such 
·rporation, or where its general business was·•:transacted, or:where it 
· pt an office for the transaction of business. But ·such an attempt 
us( be followed by tbe first publication of the summons, or the 
rvice thereof, within sixty days. 
' §''6210. Exception. Absentee. If, when the cause-of action § 63, o.c,v. P. 

4al_l accrue· against any person, he shall be out of the state, Such am'd. 

Ction may be commenced within the terms herein respectively 
fuited after-the return --of such person into this state; and if after 
,'..Ch cauSe of action shall have accrued such person Ahall depart from 
n_a· reside out of this st_ate or remain continuously absent therefrom 
Or-the space of ·one year or more, the time of his 11bscnce slrnll not 
e:deemed or taken as any part of the time limited for-the commcnco-

•nient of such action. 
'\§ 6211. Same. Disabilities. If a person enti tied to bring an § 61, o. mv. P. 

tion other than for the recovery of real property, except for a 
'1rnlty or forfeiture, or against a sheriff or other officer for an escape, 
at the time·the cause of action ficcrued, _either: 
jJ. V\Tithin the nge of twenty-one years; or, 
·2. Insane; or, · · . · 

_[3. Imprisoned on a criminal charge, or in execution under the 
.. ~ntence of a criminal court for a term less than his natural life, the 
MJ;ie of such disability is not a part of the time limited for the com
Jmcerncnt of !he action; provided, that the period within which the 
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PREFACE 
, .. _ !, ;~' 

., .. : .. ~ 

. is,:;, ._, )r;,' ~, ': .:.iY~.~vw11tH~Aing this ·volmne of the revised,codes of North Dakota it is deemed 
;1fi}t( <·'<'.. ::l..:-..~'.:-.i.~ ... i' --~i:rgp'iffltO ~ftiV'e ln;i_efly a sketch _of the enactment and codificatiou of. the codes 
·,tf · ·_··>)j\_\: i:'.t:~·-:~'.:..-~~~t~~tef~it_Of.y of Dak_ota and~ ~tate · Of ·Nortl~ Dakota. 
-."::i/> ~I -;_)y;"-',•/ -- \f,~#'1l1liii1sl_aHVe.'·:·~fiB~¢~ly .()~- 1tiff:territorY' Of, D9.kota ~at Hs first ;sesSion ,-ill·'. 
-~_fi\~-- ./ -\~h_·. ·.:< ·!;~~s.r~rtdOf(~~~;:~, ~~de· '()~~civil 1.Pi•OCe'~Ur~ -t~~eri _ ~rom.-,Ohio. _In 1~~8 th~~ C?de 
---·;tr-. -·-tr:,•,·j:" ,:::J~i?:, l~~.~~~ 1~,~~,-'_'t~·e ;co·a_e··of:Ci~il_:· ~~-?~e.a~;.ei. of._.N~W ~Ork ~":as:·~dgp.te.~1;:iA,-'.:iJ.~~-•-, 
;'~: . ..·.:t]f. '.i·}:~ ._·, .. i_'r;!~J.t~f1 ·~1t,~~1.at_.::s~~.s\o~ 1:t_~ere·.•w.a!_:f~Js,o ;,3:doJ?te~'··ac~od_e · of, cr1mm~l,: :·Pt:O_cedµ __ ~e~_; 

~ ;,;,',½;~'llf.n~\lt·was repe~led 1111869 and a c_ode of cr1mmal procedure tba~ h~d 

I
!. ··.,. SJ!~~· ,flrepg.red ',by_ ,a·. New .;Yo~k ,comm1ss10n· for. that state. adopted_ m --1ts 

! r : '(j;,,·l -~ld. --~-T_,_:;h-"'_i_s'c?de'wis' aga.iri a'm~nd<!d''atithe-enacted in·1875i A ju!iti~es'·codei 
, '' , 'Qiited in 1862,• which was repealed and a new code adopted in-,.1863.-

. ,,.,,
1 

,.!~;,:~gain repealed in· 186~, and another complete code on the,subject 
i' ·· •;i'.:''.:A penal code was adoptea' at the• second session of the:legislative 

,. , \f}in: 1863; ·which was repealed •in·l865 ·and the code drafted -by, the New .. · 
· '.:.:•. '. . ... ·''·'inission fc,r- that state, adopted •in its place, A probate· code,.was -Jw!iws~-~t11n i865: . A civil code taken from that prepared by the New York 
:( -» · • '".?n was adopted in 1865, ·and took effect January 12, 1866. Tbe 
. , _'lt··cOn:ihiiSSfoif,;·ref8l'r~d-. to .. iWas'• composed ·of David Dudley- .-F,ield, 

' : /'\ ... , ........ , ·curtis Noyes and· Alexander•·w. Bradford. It was created .in .1857; 
· · \[{4}1¥\~rted to ·the New York legislature in 1865. Of these the penal code 

·ia:\'clni1~ec;ame a'')aw in"tliat state and_ it was· not adopted until 1882 .. The 
. ,ft~li11!lff70f : _:oagQ_t~: was·-'~{he firBt . EngliSh. speaking -coll'.lmuriity to adopt a 
· l<Sclifit'iitiOil· orits~·slibBtatitive·1law. · '· · - . : -· · . 

!-~~·,. , '.·;i;,~~i§.rf~·-:,n·. ~cf}va:~,!P~ssed~proViding.,.for-a•commission _of three to,re\7.i.~e.-~nd.-
. : coni'fillt\\the,codesCof-,the:,territory,,oVDakota;,wbicb ,commission consisted.- of .. 

"'/';' ,: •i P_:~:fd.',-.r.:l§1r,~nnori/G_"'raii,._vi_lle ·G'.,_ Beririett· a_ tid'·Ifart_let_t ·Tripp. They -prepared· th~ 
·· ·}-... ri!~\~J;ipJ:§f•187}!' In' 1887•:E. ,W. 0aldwell'and· Charles ,fl. Price' ,were ap: 

IY pdi'ii'@l\"!l:'commissiotlerii' ipur'silant'·to · chapter •83 of the laws -of ·1887, and 
ff pi'~Ji'ii:_£~\t~e conippitiomof '1887;-·known.as: the compiled -laws. Tbis.compila-
!f' ti6ntwiis~iri'1ssii'laecTai-~d"by'the .legisi'atil'e 'assembly 'to be •admissible in the 
,W c'tiu'tt1!§t\the terrifory''as 'legal evil!enc:e·<of'-'the,statntes therein printed, , ... · · .. , ... 
·,, · Upo'ibthe admission of tbe state of North Dakota it became necessary to 
.. • adapi:/ti;;; laws then .in force in the territory to the constitution of the state. 
j, a_na :h·;F&onizC the various-laws passed by succeeding sessions of the legislativ~ 

/~ · .,{~senib.lJ.[i~jrife·tbe i'~_vision of .1887. Under chapter 82 of the laws of 18!Jl 
ii t~e g~{;er'Il'of\3.,ppOi!)1_e~ .·.~B,_ co_mmissi?Ilfl'B R. M. PoiloCk, P. H. Rourke and 
1~.., 1 J'.. G. H'a~ilfOil, wh(ftUpon Oi·gaiiiZat"iOil itppointed J. F. Philbrick secretary. 

1 
r\·,', Tliis:· COiii'fili~Fli011 .. rrep8iited 'tO th'e· 'IegisititiVe -8.sse"mbly.,_·in, January,- 1893,- ,show-

"J,0,. .. ing in detail·'tllose -provisions of our statntory law wbicl,· should be continued 
1J$Mh•.:I :~-t:., 
l\~ef:t!,iil:~l~{. ·. 
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. 

r.,_·_:_:.•_r_ •.. •.:.~~!-· in ·fc)r~e ~na.-.tf-iOBe "WbiCh- sh011_ld ,·b~· ·r~p,ealetl:,_ .. No lcgislU.:ti,~·e ~lction was·. taken 
' -, F<, .;,, ... ,' upon this rep9rt, hut chapter 7'1 -~f tli~''\Jws· of 1893, Jlll~Sed i ~fthe same:ses-
i-\·'..:·. ,.':•,s-.·,•,:•:~>' siOn, authorized the appointmCut' hy ·the· governor of '._a:-ncw cornmisSion · .. on 
~.:t_;: codification, nod Charles F. Amidon,,,oBnrke Corbet nn·d George ·w, 
- Ne~tOn: Were appointed as such\ commissioners. On · ()rganizaiion ·-they ---:ri:p.," 
.A,· pointed Charles ,l. Fisk as 'secretary! When the 'legislative assembly 
•;t'~ . co~v~n~d )n . J~nu~~y, 1895, this. comniisaion reported ·11ills. providing seven 
/f-, diffel'ent coae·s, Which comf)i'iaed, the/_~nti:r~. statutory 1ti.w _of the state. A IF. speci~i joint 'committee of the'·house and iiehate.was appointed, to whom.an Jt: these_. _bills; tOg~ther: With .. all other billB. firiJl~_i~g chang_es: in existing laWs, 

• ti\! w:~~e reforrecl.' Many changes were made.ti'iJt,~~ ,com mitt¢~ an·l the. legisl;tive 
~!,' -·. ·· assembly •in the reported bills .of the,:com~,iiis,iop. Al\. laws. in force in the 

' £_.:_.:,:.-.' .• ;'~·7°':i/', · stii:te' of N ort_h·. Dakota, prev ions. to_tbe ;t_~_lr\?.~.r,~~.~ct of the enaetments .. of the 
., legislative ;assemhly of 1895, and in ,con,fli9.i;i)j:.\l.W:ewitli/were. specifically re-

~·\· p~a},;4··b!, re_fere1lce to seC~i_ons -~~d: -~~1apt~r~if~~!,~er .. 1?~- a·djoUr~me~t ?f ih·e 

.. 

-t'-'''., 
~t! :··: 
:(': . 
., , 

.,. 
.c .. ... 
,;· 

1i:, 

legislative assemhly, the. revised codes .of.189~-'W.!l[~ pri~ted by the comm,ssion, · 
~nd t,y virtue of the governor's; proclamatioift\which had heen pro·vided ,for 
hy law, they became the complete·hody of la"'.!i:\idorc\, in the state of North 
Dakota, :·,:.-. 
..,The·~•edition · of. -the revised codes o~ 1~~~ .~:;}~g: exhausted, the legislative: 

assembly·in -1'899 provided"for a new c~d)~~Ni.i,/R be known ~s the revise,d 
codes of 1899, the secretary of state bemg ;authorized to supervise. such,,eodi,, . v~n··- . c,:;,:,',!~•-,',' 

llcation 'and puhlication. In pursuance -~I; th\1/J:"nthority R. N. St~.\'~n~,."a· 
member of the Burleigh county bar, and M,e.:EdJewell, editor of,the B\smarpk 
'J_'ribune, ·were employed to compile and ~g~·t:t{~:,#:\~"t~,ion. . ::.·, ,.;ii}~Ji{~,f;,'.~~1,:. 

. The edition of the revised codes oL189~;;,]l.ej.1,1g,,exhausted,ctb~ ;!~!,j~latjje 
assembly, by chapter 41; laws of 1905, .,antlio'Iiized. a .new,,.,. codification 

' , ., •.·,,-,::t1'>;'\l'1:<>tJ,." · .· __ ,_,- ·~·~'1,,·~,_,;,-,,,, ... ' 

to be ~"DOWD' as th~ revised cod_es of:' l,905/\Jl~,!,11~\k t~e ' secret~fY.;t<trt!; ~t.(lJe 
autbor1ty,,~o. supe_rv1se such e?d1fic_a~10n, al\~t~~-~l)~.at10n. ~n.1~IillJ.i.~/la\V/C\f 
190?' it ·wa~ provided that th1~ e~ltlo;t ·:,_of)\~·KJi~Yl~e~ · <;!Oc:J;,.~r,\~~~~!f}8·~$~~H,_, 
1?.!-,_.~.PP,!?P!Ia,te _references, annotations to en:ih1~w~c-~I9n, 80 f~r,,~~Sf,8R~lrP.~1il?Y 
thersfi1,re1!'e courts_ of_ tbe territory of,l)a,!t?,t~i~~,c),;"JJ:ie. ~Ht~~~f~?f~R:J:pd 
SonthJ•Dakota.·•, This. mvolved'•an ·enormous.Jamount: of "worlfmot::mcluded :in 

.'h,;•:i'--•.-•:. ' · •• · ·•· _ .. ,,~,,,,1,.,_~~.~~•·:.4"",1r•.:•··, . .-

·fo~ID~_'·_rc.VisiO~S of the codes· and h~s rc~~~f~ more _t~_!Q.~.t)~}\~R{;9f-~gi~~ny 
contempl<tted;: The contract for codificat10.~;(,:\1"1notat10n·,:3:nd',:/P11bhcat10n 
~~~~.f'tli~t~ilp_ervi~ion 1~f'th~ secretary, Of :,st~f~it~~ .a,~:~1·d.~-~it}k;;j~~~-- Jm~cn: 
who·!associated with him, m charge ·of the:,~.:annotahon ,., .features" R. . N 

.. ,.. ,, ._. . '!"''S\,··--t•· ,, '· • s1~:~~~' 'Uild .·,~n _general codification .. J. ~-: ~~~~t-¥to~, ... 1;11,~tM~f);~fiU former 
r't,rs.~~~ ··~?mmrns10n;_ and R. D. HoskI~B,, .c~rlt}¥r~:h~, su.Pf:~~-~-\~.~~rt. of this 
state.l~·~h1s 1volume 1~ the result of their wo.i;,~_;,.., HUf :, .. · :..-.~:1,;-r·:111~· ., . 

'Ari effort ·has been made to improve and.,gr~atlyiexpand;,t)ie,,index to this 
vol~nfiif>The,cross-indexing has been elaborated-.a~d by a .stitem,.9f sub-catch 
line"s''·in.>'boldface type it is believed that the subjec_t desired~may, ,he located 
IU.llch::~ore~I'~adily- in• this volume than in any./rith~.f simi~ .. if~~)Y.P{·~ published. 
The main subjects· are printed:in• capital lettern,,tlieJ s_ub-titld, or ."catch-lines" ,, ,. .. . . . ,,~.,, ~-\··' . 

in boldface' arid· the suhdivisions thereof alphabetically ai,:ranged so as to 
preserit'•quickly to the eye the various divisions. or minor,;,subjects. For-,.,- . 

iv 
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7;°'~;~~:t?.;:-y:,\:,, ,:f(,~~_.:·,~"t1<J;,.~••.:<>1:;':\,•·'·:(·,.~-..'.{;.'f,:;,'; '<,;;r,,:,,' 'th">' ,•'l'i:T'~~•t·~,,• l""",'.~-.t)· , . 
.... t~ .i ~?""· ,.,. ·•~.:. ... _. [h~•-•J> :-ft.J.r~~.,., .... ,.,r:~W.•""t~..-1.:i..i.,,_-::'\"'""··•""" .. :.~ . · .. .,.•r;~~-~"'-~;r"a";,c1-<.,:,ia;.ih\'i!J;I',~ .al,: . . -, . •:-,;:,t·, • ..... ,

11 
r,•,;'V"t!\tt::'i~r,~·-';'f :'~.,, ,,.. .. .. . ... :\Jt:i/'.¥''. ~.• 11:-t,,Jt•"· ,. 

hi•· I 1·· · -:!:ii~)!{•:'>'': PREJ<'AOE. 
~ .t:i .t : ._' 'i ·, ~--.. ; . ,;~t::~~·t_,-~ ' ... · . 

. : .. •''{f,,-' '"·. ·,"' ••,~~11,':megally"'appears iri the iriilex'as follows:'' ··· · · . · · · •. ·. · 

1._:ni_r_:_·.:_:_!: .... '! i · ... _i,f_, ' ' '.· ' ... ~iff::::~:i:t:::i::~'.:···'.:'"0
""4:~o!s~ . .. : 

,,,; m • number ...................... ,..... _ 

_ --~ii.-~ . .-,. ii[/~ .. ·_\·:;• .- __ .-' ,,., _omce_~~· e!e:tio~ or,;·-:.· ........ ·_ ..... 4209 

~-\, ., j \illhe:,ftrsf word· in each -line -is .the "catch word" of the subject matter and 
,Fi? ' ' -·ri\llfi11s: and must b~ construed in connection with the line above having a 
~~~~ ;-,\ . ·:· ··::.:.~i41i~1~~_t" ~ridell_i:l}r£::· !h~·~,~ ;i~ ~e:• ~~~~11pl~:,cited ~boy~, li\1et~t~1r~c tr_:;_~~P.~~ft.ct. 
~ee~}i!_S_.-,".,· . ) · · .i;'.6i·whuld.:read: "Liability of ·'directors for :illegally issuing bonds.'' Line three 
[fk,;·· •. ~-:.:·:·· •i~_)tijj~IlteffitO ·1:he ·dght, and the first :worc3:·, · '.'liabilitr,". ~elat~S--to "di~f_ct~;·s._~'. · 

., Jjtf tiJ!J~?~.r. cites ··apo_ther-.::se_cti?.J;l? b,llt--relat~s ,to _the :same .subjec_~,' ~~~. -~J~~Il. 
~-,~ ... --~3~~-i~!,l{;~i~ '.:~~e/'._'.c3:!c_h ._~or~~",-of J~_ne~_._pre~edirig, rounds: «;mt '.the sente~-~e: 
, ~J,~~;. -,~~\~JiiUty Qt,dir_c~_!qrs. ~f corp~rati_ons. for_. ·creati~g._ debts il~egallr." In Itnes . 
1
~i-~fi#:. ---~-;Si!~~~-~-s~~- t~e.:_:'~Catch '\V,01;ds''. -~'-~umber''_.:alld '-'offic_ers? ~i~c~},g~1, .. 2r,': .. r~~-f!t~~~tc! 
,.W'· ~ '"_d,iR~¢t0rs," and -~re there.fore in_dented the same 'as "liability" _in line .three, re· 

: ij~;~ 1\ ) 13.'tfiik~io·the same· subdivisioll. Thus a vast amount of verbiage and I'ePetition 
~~1;; i8f,1i~tted and the sche~e of the i~dex is simplifie?. The "c.~tch wor.~s'~_Ulso 
':f.' bell!g?arranged alphabetically, obviates the necessity of lookmg through the 
1~ · ·: eiiffi•'e:.creferences .-made under a main head to find what is .desired._ ·where 
it •. ·; · ,~l'ffti~~s .are ~ade to collateral subjects the section numbers :hav~ b;en 
~£.. J . <ili\ii'ttera"ted ·wherever it has been possible to do so. In some instances, how· 
i}· :f ~.-. _

1
_,:;;,:;:;J~~:~~e c<;>~!-~1;;ral subject re.ferred to embraces sb ~1any di_~~~ent ;.~e~_!_hf~ 

• , •,·:•Hih'Wdifferent chapters of the code that it has been found impossible to give, ,in 
•D· ; 

1 
:·· :•:•··•",t~ft2Tndex, ,ihe numbers of the sections-: These citations e_riable o~e to'''tU~n' j, . ' , , .::~tit~'.:ateiy to the sections in the code comprising the subject matter referr~d 

~-', Aii.,tbe end .of each section is indicated the or1gm and history of the 

h 
d 
L 

: .' ' 

··, 

1 ilii 
, ,::· _f:.~rJf'·> .. 

,{ ·M~.:-. 
' 'il . .';s, ·, 

·o- •j l1 ~r::-.i-c: ;~' ~ : ' ., .. 

; •'. 
.. ·:: 

!. 

i -J:.~-~~""- .. .• ·.. ,1 ,- ~ :., ~ 

P::r;9,:fi,Si~n.· embraced therein-th,e forme1; session law/ chapter and se_ction, 
%'}R&\le, from \Vliich the subject 111atter was taken or by whic_h it "'as 1:evis,ed. 
·Reference is··mride to revised codes of .1899, except where a sectipn originated 
Wi\~I?r··w;s.'·Ch.;:i1ige~. by the. i·eV_ision of 1895. . •:. . , 

4,RJJreviations used: "R. C.," revised codes; "Pol. C.," political code; "Civ. 
c.,:~,F¢ivil code;- "C. Oiv. P.," code of civil procedure; "Pro. O.," probate code; 
"J'tj§1fP·," justices' code; "Pen. C.," penal code; ''0. Cr. P ./' code of ... criminal 
prO~~dure. 

tjt:d'er·,th'e provision~ of the l~w authorizillg this codification, after i)l'0'cla
mation by the governor, the revised codes of .1905 shall be in full force and 
effect and be received as evidence of the laws of this state in all courts 
thereof. An effort has been made to avoid errors in this codification but 
ina·~IDU~h·i',as c0dification only a_nd not revision was authorized, there appear 
som·e·:conflict~Il'gi;provisions which- as:occasion may demand the courts must 
construe. 

V 

E. ,F. PORTElRJ 

Secretary of State. 
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' ~-
" Commencing Actions.· ·: Ca°DE CIVIL PROCEDURE. ,: .;, '§t7371~7374 .. 

;-_:,.•.l.\.r_:_f_· .. ·. §.,7371. Effect o~_deice~L. Th~ right of ,a person to the possession of any 
real,property shall not:be. impaired or affected by a descent being cast in con

,;_·.'._:;;(:".',/, sequence of the death of a person·in possession of such property. [R C. 1905, 
i,'3'}/·' .. ;,.;\ § 6783; C. Civ. P.1877,.§·50;'R. 0.1899, § 5197.] 
• .- .,.S· _: . .: .: ,,:· . .o·, 'Does the continuation by ti; life tCti.ant, Or his grantee, of an adverse p·osseSsion initiated 

by the creator of the life estate,'. inure to the-benefit of the remaindennCil f. 24 L.R.A.(N.S.) 

••_'._·.•.:_i'._-.:.:_._:;,._:~-.'.:., .. \.·:_,~;,!_.,~.-:·._·.~.;~.:· 

10
~~st,·ancCstor hn.vC:.'bee~ ~·J-,_~:~s;~gaio~. t~ "giv·~·-beirS the benefit o/,ll'i~ ~olor ·of titler 

. 42 _L.R.A.(N.S.) 403. · · , · : · ' .. · ,· . . . ... · · 

§ 7372, Disabilities e'x:tend time, If .·a person entitled to maintain any of 
~- .. the actions mentioned in this 8.rticle, _or to interpose a defense. or counterclaim ~r . -./; :,':";·. t!:iereto, or -to niake all ell_~ry up_o:n·r~al pjOperty, is, when his title-first descends 

• r. _, 1. ..''.'Or his .. caus0'·of action_ ·or rig'h~ of·entry•:fi,rst accrues, or when suCh defense or 
' , counterclaim might be interposed, "eithei-:. ' . C 

, · 1. Within the age of twenty-one.years; or,· 
2. Insane; or, __ _ _ 
8. Imprisoned on a crim!nal ·ch~rge· or in• execution upon coriVic"tion of a 

criminal offense for a term lees·. than for·life, the time of such disability is not 
C ••• a part of the time in this ·article limited for the commencement of such action, 
-._.:, or the making of such entry, or the interposing of such dcfe~se or counter

claim; h1~t the time so liµiited cannot be extended more than ten· years after 
the disability ceases or after. the death of the person so disabled. [R. C. 

· 1905, § 6784; C. Civ. P. 1877, § 51; R. C. 1895, § 5198.] 
Time of ComIIlencement of actions for the recoVery of real property applies to act.ior1s 

at law only and not to equitable actions. Houts v. Hoyne, 14 S. D. 176, 84 N. W. 773. 
The title to land becOmes valid by ten years' adverse possession and payment of taxes 

under Sf!!Ction 5471 as against minors as well as adults. Schauble v. Schulz, 137 Fed. 
389. . . • 

Does the disability, of one person inure to the benefit of a.notherT 49 Am. St. Rep. 
710. 

Disabilities which protect_ from the statute of limitations. 36 Am. Dec. 68. 

ARTI,OLE. 3:-TiME OF COMMENCING OTHER ACTIONS. 

§ 7373. Other periods, The f~llowing actions must be commenced within 
the periods set forth in the following five sections after the cause of action 
has accrued. [R. C. 1905, § 6785.] 

No lapse of time will bar remedy to enforce tax lien against land. Wells County Y. 
McHenry, 7 N; D. 246, 74 N. W. 241. 

Statute of limitations may be shortened as to existing causes of action. Mer, ~at. 
Bank v. Braithwaite, 7 N. D.-358, 75 N. W. 244, 66 Am. St. Rep. 653; Osborne v. Ltnd· 
strom, 9 -N. D. 1, 81 N. W. S2, 46 _L.R.A .. ?15, 81 Am. St. Rep. 516; Power v. Kitching, 
10 N. D. 254, 86 N. W. 737 .. 

Statement that cause did not accrue within six years before commencement of action 
is good pleading of statute. McConnell v. Spicker, 15 S. D, 98, 87 N. W. 574. 

As to when limitation period begins to run against right to maintain foreclosur~ action. 
Paine v. Dodds, 14 N. D. 189, 116 Am. St._Rep. 674, 103 N. W. 031. 

Action against county -segregated from another county for indebtedness of latter made 
a charge upon ~t by statute is not .within the. statute of limitntions. Burleigh County v. 

· Kidder County, 20 N. D. 27, 125 N, W. 1063. . · 
Judgment, dead so far as it relates to liehs and for pui-poses of execution, will support 

action against judgment debtor after ten years have elapsed. Union Nat. Bank v. Ryan, 
23 N. D. 482, 137 N. W. 449. ~, 

Limit of time for interposing defense of ~sury against national bank. 56 L.R.A. 686. 

·§ 7374. Ten years, Within ten years: 
1. An action upon a judgment or decree of any court of the United States 

or of any state or territory within the United States. 
2. An action upon a contract contained in any conveyance or mortgage of or 

i_nstrument affecting the title to real property, except a covenant of warranty, 
an action upon which must be commenced within ten years after the final 
decision against the title of the covenautor. 

3. Any proceeding by advertisement or otherwise for the foreclosure of 
1709 



§§ 7374--7375 . COD~ CIVIL PROCEDUJl.E._ Time of. 
·.-;,. 

a inortgage•upon real estate: [R. C.1905, § 678G/C:, d\y;'P/1877, § 53; R. C. 
1899, § 5200; 1901, ch. 120:] ·• . . .. . . . ';\:: ••·':·.t.·•, ·. •-·.. . .. 

·, _ . . . :- . Lcg!!!h1t\lre_ may; leas~~ -statut9ry _perjod within wlifo_h: act_iOn · can be brought. Bnnk _ . 
~, . ." ... '•.y •. Brnithwaite, 7. N. D. ~58,.75·,N.-_W,~ 244; Osborne v.'Lindstrom,.9 ~ .. D_. 1, 81 N. W. 72. 
'. ·· .. Legislatul'e ~.mD,y- _shoi-tcri, lini_itn.tion for action upon judgrilent: : :M~r. · Nn.t. Bank v, 

Br_aith'Wait"e, 9 N.'D. 358,~75,N. Yv. 244, 6G_Am. St. Rep._G53. :·;:> . 
Action on county warrant may be brought at any time within twerity years. Heffieman 

. v. Pennington County, 3 S. D.,162, 52 N. W. 851; Stewart v. Custer County, 14 S. D. 155, 
.. ·•.84N:,W .. 764.'.., .-··· . 

· ·' Distinction bCtween ·sealed ~nd uns~aled instrument is aholishe~·,Cxcel)t ··as to statute· 
of.limitations. ,.Gibson \•,>.Allen,_19 S. D. 617,104 N. W. 275. · · . 

· As 'to'·effeCt of issllini(eiiiciition on '.judgment ten years after entrjr; _where debtor he.a 
been abscrit from state. ·.•W~Jshe·cke;r v. Cahn, 14 N. D. 390, 194 N.:w. 513. 

, Right ·to ,sue ·on justice's'.· corirt judgment within ten years. Holton .v. Schmarhack, 
15·N .. D. 38, 106 N. W. 36.. . . 

. . As .applied to running ·o.f statute in proceeding to, foreclose by adv~rtisemcnt. .Clark 
· -v .. Beck, 14 N: D. 287, 103 N. W •. 755. 
,···. ACtitii:l · to foreclose· mortgage, on.·- re·a.1 property must be commeriCed: within ten years. 

Colonial & U. S. Mortg .. ·~~ V,' Northwest 'l'hresher• Co.; 14 N. D. -1~7, .70 L.R.A. 814, 
116 Am. St. Rep. 642, 103 N. W. 915, 8 A. & E. Ann.· Oas. 1160. 

·on· right to foreclose sec\lrity -after action on debt is barr~d_ .. Sntt~rlund v. Beal, 12 
N;""D.··122, 95 N. W. 518. -~ ....... . 
· Jutlgmerit, .dead so far as it relates to liens alld--for pul"J)oses .. ·of execution, will 

. ·support action against judgment debtor after ten years have elapsed. Union Nat, Bu.uk 
. v. Ryan,. 23 N. D .. 482, 137 N. W. 449. . 
, _M_o_i:tgage. i-eciting, _".In witness wh_ereof, the so.id parties of the first pa.rt have here
.. unt0 set their hands o.nd 'seals 11

" and in which word " seal" follows name of mortga,.,or, 
is Se&.led-,in·strument. · Green V; Frick, 25 S. D. 342, 126·N. W. 579. -- => 

· Liuiitati_on·._of actions ·against coul);ty and like warrants: 8 Am. St. Rep. 206. 
Bar. of statute of lim!tation~ as ground for quietin'g title as against incumbrancc. 

6 L.R.A.(N.S,) 516. · · 
1. Effect of statute of limitations upon judgments. 133 Am. St. Rep. 60, 
Effect of bar of statute of limitations against action to enforce judgment upon right 

to issue execution thereon. 23 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1096. 
Applicability of state statute of limitations to lien of judgment cif federal court. 47 

L.R.A. 478. . 
2. Effect of void proceedings under which real property is sold, to start statute of 

limitations running in 'favor of purchaser in possession. 8 L.R.A. ( N.S.) 354. 
3. Effect of statutory bar of principal debt on right to foreclose a mortgage or deed 

of trust securing the same. 21 L.R.A. 550. 
Right to enjoin sale under a power in a mortgage against which the statute of 

limitations bas run. 6 L.R.A.(N.S.) 510. · ·;' . 
Effect of bar of other remedies to prevent a sale of propc~y/under·a power in a trust 

deed or mortgage. 13 L.R.A. (N.8.) 1210. 
Effect of debt becoming barred by statute of limitations upon rights and remedies 

under conveyance absolute on its face, but intended as a mortgage. 11 L.R.A.(N.S.) 

\ 

825; 24 L.RA.(N.S.) 840. 
Effect of statutory bar of action for purchase money on. right to enforce lien where 

vendor. takes mortgage which shows that it ii! given for _the purchase money. 39 
. . .· L.R.A.(N.S.) 1176. . . 

""~::,-_ 11'· c_::_,~'-.· .• ,., ·._ . Effect of mortgagor's absence from the state to toll the ·statute of limitations as 
, agaiilBt foreclosure :proceedings against his grantee, .26 . L._~,A;- (N .S.) 898. .. 

JI . • ·;';" Eff.ect of a~ce~erat1on provision in mortgage or note· t0 Start the statute of limitations 
•r· ·· r· -- runmng. 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 11_90; 22 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1110 .. 
'.,' . . . ''._ § 7375. Six years. Within six years: · 
f · I . 1 .. An action upon a contract, obligation or liability, express or implied, 
· excepting those mentioned in section 6762. 

:P · / ·, 2. An action upon a liability created by statute, other than a pepalty or 
•: ~- / forfeiture, when not otherwise expressly provided. 
1·1 • 3. An nction for trespass upon real property. 

~:r\ · · 4. An action for taking, detaining or injuring any go'ods er chattels, includ~ 
t.', · ing actions for the specific recovery of personal property. 

J~ 5. An action for criminal conversation, or any oth_er injury to the person or 
.;1-1 rights of another not arising on contract and not hereinafter enumerated. 
,f'-. · 6. An action for relief on the ground of fraud in cases which heretofore 
"'.. were solely cognizable by the court of chancery, the cause of action in such 

rs•-· cases not to he deemed to have accrued until the discovery by the aggrieved 
\ party of the facts constituting the fraud. L 1710 



•.06mmencing Actions'.· i\CODE ClVI:L PROCEDURE. § 7375 . 
. ':: : . ,•. -. . . ,·:_. /:-: ·!.'.·)~<.., . ,.· _ _. _,:: ' '.' . . . . . 
7. Ari action -for :the- foreclosure .of a mechanics' lien; provided, that .. this 

... _subdivision shall ncif·apply::ti, .:any mechanics'. lien filed·prior to July first, 
,.e-·:··:J.903~ [R. C. 1905/:§ .6787,; Ci:Civ; P. 1877, § 54; R. :.C, 1895, § 5201; 

·;,_1903,-ch. 2.J '· . · ·,." <<-:.-·· :. '·. ·. · ·, .:.. .. : . · 
. /,'. -_ .. Whe;e cii_ha:c .. of '~ction, ~9:rr~~ '_in·:,·for~ign stat,{:, bar available. ~~re.·< Rathbone v .. Coe; 

6_D.01;•0N.·W.620, ,. _,,:_.,: .. ·· ... _.. .;- .. ·.::· · 
. TO.X uen is •n'ot' barr'ed ill"si:z:>'ye'O:rii. ~.Well!! Collnty· V, MoHenryi . .7'-,N-.-·_n. 246, 74 N.- w. 

-;. 2:~l; __ La.n'S..90. v_ .. _l?ouglae.-Cou_n~y~--~--S>D. 491,.~7-~. W. 52.-,,•_1::.;--> ·.__ , 
- Ac~ion_ m_ay, be maintainef~-r~ooVe(.money obtained by fr~1:i~;:.~_Krump v, Bank, 8 

-N.,D •. 75,_76 ~ .. W. 995. -- .· <;_,,_._:-/· ,•.i> .. · .,· __ . · ·:-'.,'., /.' :·, .. 
- A payment by one joint'..-debt_or·, ·Will ·not -interrupt running' oL,Sfatute as against 

-. another .joint debtor. Grovenoi-·,v:.:SignOT,.10 N. ,D. 503, 88 N:.W .. 27.8. . 
School warrants subject to __ si::i:"yeai-s limitation. Coler·V,-'_Sterlip.g, .1_5 S. D .. 415, 

89 N. W.-.1022. _. , . · ... , ,. .. .. · - . 
:_. ·Failure to state residence }n .. st~te .,for si~ yea.rs not fa:W:l ~- d6fense. Saxton v. 
:Musselman et al., ·17 S. D._.·85,:95 N._w~- 29'L: · · -.. · .. ·. ; , 

·Pleading.limitations on note CaSts btlrden· of -proof on· hol!1,er: · Diel~ann_ v. Bank, 8 
S;D; 263, 66.N. W. 311; McConnell"V. Spicker, 15 S. D. 98,'87 N._ W,,: 574. 

Averment -that caust of action did not accrue within six years .of commencement, 
sufficient. Scarls_y!_ __ ~_napp, _5 S._D. 3~5;58 N. W. 807, 49 Am:St;··Rep;.873. 

Limitation will not run: on town ·warrants until funds are-pro.vided.or time to provide 
has elapsed, J3rannon v. Whi~ Lake Twp.,-17 S; D. 83, 95 N .. W. 284 . 

. Six years limitation applies __ to_ civil action to enforce statutory-obligation of fatlier to 
support illegitimate, child. State ex ·rel; Berge v. ratterson, 18 S .. D. 251, 100 N. W. 
10 -·. "i ..•• , ,' ·._ · 

'!~applicable to eqriity"·:~ctfon·: to"· f-~coVer deceased p~rtner's; -i-nterest in. partnership. 
McPherBon:. V. Swift; 22 ·s. D.~165; 133·_·Am,. St. Rep. 907; ·116-'N ... W. 76. 

On appliCation of sectii:i"n to action ·for.'recovery of·mo·ney paid·•for.,tu sale certificate, 
subsequently declared void. Sherwood v. Barnes County,.·22 N. D.· 310, 134 N. W. 38. 

When does statute of limitations begin to run against action to· recover money collected 
by attorney. 17 L.R.A.(N.S.) 667., 

--agamst action to recover. money collected by agent . not an attoriley. 17 
L.R.A. (N.S,) 660. · . 

--against action to recover.- money paid on a judgment subsequently reversed or 
modified .. 25 L.R.A.(N.S.) '31. 

--against a.ction on certific.n.te of ·deposit. 29 L.R.A. (N.S.) 685. 
--against action to enforce liability of member of mutual fire insurance company. 

32 L.R.A. 508, 
-against an action by a l}Urety against a cosurety for contribution. 18 L.R.A, ( N .S.) 

585; 42 L.R.A.(N.S.). 1131. ;'.I · . . · --: 
--against action on contract payable on dcmri.nd. 32 7L.R.A. (N.S.) 486; 136 

Am. St. Rep. 469. ·-
·-against right of action on promise to pay as soon as convenient. 1 B. R. C. 113. 
--against an action for negligence or misconduct of an attorney in performanc~ of 

professional duties. 12 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1005. 
--in favor of abstre.cter of titles. 12 L.R.A.(N.S:) 454; 15 L.R.A.(N.S,) 160. 
--against action to recover moiley paid by mistake. 11 L:R.A. (N .S.) 1191. 
-:---against action for injury- to lateral support. 68 L.R.A. 693. 

_ ~g:ainst action for •injuries:· from· taking of w!\ter supply by right of eminent 
·-domain; 58 ·L.R.A-.· ·258.-:,,_·;·t,·,.:-,:._ ,, ... ~.-... , ,, ~-· ... •, _ .. ,_ _ :::_,. ..,_.. . 

--against action for damming bac_k waters· Of stream;' 59 --L.Rk 888. 
-·-in actions against ·sto'ckholders aild officers of C(?rporat_ions. 96· Am. St. Rep. 972. 
--in action against stockholders for unpaid sub~~riptions.:_.3,Am. St. Rep. 827. 
Bar of debt to corporation as bar to enforcement of its lien -therefor upon stock. 39 

L.R.A. (N.S.) 301. · · . 
Accrual of right of action t_o pi.it statute of limitiLtions into operation as to stock-

holder's liability for Corporate debts. 10 L.R.A. (N.$;) 897. . 
When does the statute of limitations begin to ru~ against, the unpaid balance of a 

stock subsCription. 1 L.R.A. (N,S.) 901. '" . , 
Does statute of limitations commence to· run e.t tiille of ·breach Of contract or at time 

actual _damages are sustained· iri consequence thereof:·~- 15- L.RA. (N.S.) 156. 
Effect of statute of liinitations on the trust -relati"OnShip··arisi.ng from the taking of 

title in the husband's name, to lands inherited by, Or. purchtl.sed with the money of, the 
wife. 12 L.R.A.(N,S,) 493. . 

Limitation of actions on bank checks. 22 L.R.A. 110. 
Necessity for demand to set statute running ago.inst action on certificate of deposit. 

1 L.R.A. I N.S, I 1130. . 
Necessity of demand in order to start statute against action for a Lank deposit. 2 

L.R.A.(N.S.) 571. 
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. §§ .7375-7378 CODE pvn{PROCEDlJRE .. • Tims. of 

. .. B!e~_d(·by .pr·~~i~;;··du~in~ iif~time_ '·0.f. colltract to :o~pci~e~te'.'t~l' s~rvice~ upo~ death, 
"-.as.st~rtmg-~bo•atatute_,.of limitations: '36 L.R.A.(N.8.)' t:122:, _., . · .. 

. -Wlien .-rig.ht.~ofj~~~oll?-~?da.ti<~n p8.rty·,~?0 has been '?hligifd ~ pay·· bill or note accrues 
to recover amount. so pa1d_from accommOda.ted party. 37 L.R.A.(N.S.) 787 . 
. ~trl!ct,_of,r_unt?,in'g·of!-limitation· Since "Original assessment for local improve~ent upon 

·.•· reassessment-~>I"dei'ed because of inVa_l_idity or original.. 28 L.R.A'.(N.S.) 735. 
· · _.l£1~ect of:'.BtatutOty, bar. Of actioll foI'fpurcbase money upon right to cnfl)rce vendor's 
· ·J_ien:, 39-,L;R:'.A:-(N.S.) 1171. .-;, . · ' · 

• _ :·J.l!gl~f "tO ... rec~y~~ ~"for services render.ed ·, beyond statutPr.Y ·period ·of limitation upon 
···breach of,p·arol,·contract·to make provision by wil_l. .:6_·,L.R.A.(N.S.)"703. · 

: -~tree~,. ~f_'.·e~e~-~~pl''.1r promise, .as·. 'to . P~Ymcnt of legacy ·to terminate tr_ust · and ~tart 
l~~1tn.t10ns. !!l.:~m1~g. <9 L'.R.A. {N.S.) 214. : .·. _ : 

· Effect of. .n,ccelera~ion: provision in n_otC .,to start -statute of limitations running. 12 
L.R.A.(N.S:)•1190; 22 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1110. 

Applicab_il1ty.·of :stafa~te of .limitations governing action for trespass, to actions for 
damages .to:·rcal" property. 26 L.R.A. (N.S.) 1047. 
· Effect of _c~_ntinued,_ occupancy. by trCs'passer for less than limitation period to estop 
own~r t~·nil!,iD;tain'.'tr'esp!iss q. c. f. 23 .L.R:A.(N.S.) 270. · 
· Running._:·of1!Fmitations against action··to recover stolen property. 29 L.R.A.{N.S.) 

120; 34 L.R,A. (N.S.) 621. · 
· Limitlttion"of 8ction for damages irOm_nuisance. 20 Am. St. Rep. 176. . 

Fr~u.f! 11.~·-Jaw,·o.s p_reVenting the operiitiOii. of statute of limitations. 60'Am,·Dec. 511. 
· Is action· .-~~~e~_ on fraud governed by statute of limitations applicable to injury to 

property- or l_!}JU.fY -_to person. 28 L.R.A. (N. .S.) "353. 
Effect of· right ·.to attack property fral!,dulcntlf conveyed, to start statute of limitations 

running·' as: agains_t._rig:\J.t ,to file creditorB' bil . 2 L.R.A. {N.S.) 988. 
. Failure "to_:notif;y/6ther :party of mistake made. by him as fraud which will toll the 
statute Of "limitations .. · 2r. L.R.A. ( N.S.) 950. · · 

Concea1men·t{''Ot· tdelltitj,'·by change of·name as inter"rupting statute of limitations. 
39 L:R.A.(N.S.) 741. . · 

Effect of public records as notice or evidence of notice which will set statute of 
limitations running against action based on fraud. 22 L.R.A. {N.S.) 208. 

§ 7376. Three years. Within three years: 
1. An action against a Sheriff, coroner or constable upon a liability incrirred 

by the doing of an act in his official capacity and by virtue of his office, or by 
the omission of an official duty, including the nonpayment of money collected 
upon an execution. But this section shall not apply to an action for an escape. 

2. An action upon a statute for a penalty or forfeiture, when the action is 
given to.the party aggrieved, or to such party and the state, except when the 
statute imposing it prescribes a different limitation. [R. C.· 1905, § 6788; 
C. Civ. P. 1877, § 55; R. C. 1899, § 5202.J 

Right to set""up usurious interest paid as a counterclaim. Wilson v. Selby, 7 S. D. 
494, 64 N. W. 537. 

Statute not apply to action against sureties on sheriff's bond, if cause reduced to judg
ment _within three years. Connor v. Corson, 13 S. D. 550, 83 N. W. 588. 

Right to set off usurious payments to national bank when right to recover penalty 
.. barred:by -limitation. 56 L.R.A. 699. ' 

. §. 7377. Two.yea.rs .. : Within two years: 
L An action -fpr libel, slander, assault, battery or false imprisonment. 
2. An action'·upon a statute for a forfeiture or penalty to the state. 
3. An action,rf~r :fhe reriovery of damages resulting from malpractice. 
4. An ftctioil..'f()~· injuries done to the person of another, when death ensues 

from such irijuries; and the cause of action shall be deemed· to have accrued 
at the time of the death of the party injured. [R. C. 1905, § 6789; C. Civ. P. 
1877, § 56; 1893·; ch:87, § 1; R. C. 1895, § 5203.] 
· · 3. · Whci:i, ·statut~ ~f limitations begins _to run in case of negligence or malpractice 

of physicians and_ surgeons. 15 L.R.A. (N.S.) 161. 
·4, Necessity of pleading limitation as a bar to statutory action for death. 26 

L.R.A.(N.S.) 1121. 
EfTect, upon action for death, of bar against action for injury. 34 LlR.A. 797. 

§ 7378. One year. Within one year: 
1. An action against a sheriff or other officer for the escape of a prisoner 

arrested or imprisoned on civil process. [R. C. 1905, § 6790; C. Civ. P. 1877, 
~ 57; R. C. 1899, § 5204.] 
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c::zs,oiu: Disabilities .' Extend Limitations on Actions Affecting Real Estate. . 
:-If~~--"perSon· ..,who is ·,ell'iitied .-Jo-.. maintain ·any .of the actions affecting real _estate .·. 

: .~Ihe1~tfo'fi~d 'ill this:::·ch3Pte-;:.·:o~:.~-rititle_d to· int~rP_Ose a defense or ·counterclaim to·.• 
·, .. ,Siici-i" ·kfi>'"flctiOn, ori:en'.iitled'!•'to· ll1.ike-·an ehtry ui:>on real property is: 

. ~\'{ ~{i,/Onder· th~· a'ge_ bf t"wenty~Orie years; or· · · ·. · 
:;:_;_-i~2~<Ihsane; oi-' · · ' 

· .'' ·,/· /' ·-a:t·iihiPrisOn~d ·on· ·a . Cfiri1inal '.:ch_~~ge; .. · or·. in: execution upon conviction of a · 
:. _,:):/ ... i:..i::/f~fri~~- ,~~f-~rise:.frir .. ~ 't~~ffi. :)eSS {ti~n for life, . 
· _at\thtf:.'tiine his 'title first descends or his cause of action or right of entry first 

._, .• :,' ·d· , . . . 
. accrues,';or when such defense or counterclaim _might be mterposed, the time of. 
Such 'dis-ability is not a Part of the time in this chapter limited for the commence"'. 
irieht Of-such actiOn, ol' the IIlaking of such entry,-or the interposing of such defense 
Or, .c()ihlierclaim. However, the time so limited cannot be extended more thari 
tei:i' ye·ars after the disllbility ceases or after the death of the person so disabled . . . 
.. Source: ·R.c. 1895,.•s. 5198; R.C. 1899, s. 5198; R.C. 1905, s. 6784; C.L. 1913, · s, 1:i'r2. · · . ' ..... ' ~ 

:. ::·, :2s.:.oil5. Actions Having Ten Years Limitations. The following actions must 
'be ·comriienced :Within.ten.years after the·cause of action has accrued: 

· '. i. All action upan ·a _judgment or decree ,of any court. of the United States 
. Ot of any state Oi- territory within the United Staies; 

_2.:• An action- upon a contract contained in any conveyance or rriortgage of 
' or instrument affecting the·-title to real propertY except a covenant of 

w~ri'anty, · an action upon which must be commenced within· ten years 
after the final decision against the title of the covenantor; and 

3. -Any ~roceeding for the fo~eclosure of a -mortgage upon real estate. 

Source: R.C. 1895, s. 5199; R.C. 1899, s. 5199; R.C. 1905, s. 6785; C.L. 1913, 
s. 7373. R.C. 1895, s. 5200; R.C. 1899, s. 5200, am'd. S.L. 1901, c. 120, s. 1; R.C. 
1905, s. 6786; C.L. 1913, s. 7374. . 

.---28-0116. Actions Having Six Years Limitations. The following actions mus~ 
be commenced within six years after the cause of action has accrued: ~ 

1. An action upon a contract, obligation, or liability, express or implied, f. 
subject to the provisions of section 28-0115; ; 

2. An action upon a liabili~y cr.eated by statute, other than a penalty or "* 
f0rfeit~re,··- W~en no·t .. oth~rwise expressly provided; 

·.· 3: .· An action for tresp~ss upon real property; 
4. ··An action for taking, detaining, or inJuring any goods or chattels, including 

-.... ·.,,:...;· ac_tions for the- specific recovery of perso·nal property; __ 
5. , An action for criminal conversation or for any othe~ injury to the person 

or rights of another not arising upon contract, when not otherwise ex-
pressly pr_ovided; . 

6. An action for relief on the ground of fraud in all cases both at law and 
in equity,- __ the caus~ · of action in such case not to be deemed to have 
accrued until the discovery by the aggrieved party of the facts ·constituting 
the fraud; and 

7. An action for the foreclosure of a mechanic's lien. 

Source: R.C. 1895, s. 5201; R.C. 1899, s. 5201, am'd. S.L. 1903, c. 2, s. l; R.C. 
!9.05, s. 6787; C.L. 1913, s. 7375, am'd. S.L. 1935, c. 233, s. 1. 

28-0117. Actions Having Three Years Limitations; Exceptions. 
~ctions · must be commenced within thiee years after the cause 
accrued: 

The following 
of action has 

L An action against a sheriff, coroner, or conStable upon a liability incurred 
by the doing of an act in his official capacity and by virtue of his office, 
or by the .omission of an official duty, including the nonpayment of 
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money:collected· uPon ari execution:·''.Ji&Weve~,. this sedion shall not apply 
to an action for an escai,e; and •., .,. _ .\-. · :; : _ ·· :_ 

.' 12 .. ·An action upon· a· Statute for a penauY))r fol'feiture, if the action is given 
to· the party aggrieved,'. or to suc1-i'",:paftY., and' the state, Unless. the statute 

'imposing .it· PresCribeS·. a different litnitatiOil:· · · · 
Sour.co: R.C. 1895, s. 5202; R.C. 1899, :S:; 5202; R,C. \905, s, 6788; C.L. 1913, 

s. 7376. 

28-0118. Actions Havin~:· Two Years Li.mi'l~iions .. The following actions ·must 
be com~enced ·Within tvio Years after· the·'.,:Ca_'li~e· · Of actiori ·has accrued: 

-1. An action for· libel, si~nder, assau'1(i>att~rY; or. false imprisonment; 
2; · An· action· upon ··a ·Sta'tute for a foi-feitllre or Penalty to the state; 
3. •Ari action for the recovery of damages· resulting from malpractice; and 
4; 'An action·for injuries done to the pe:i;son-of another, when death ensues 

from such injtlries; -·and the cause,:of ,.actioil shall be deeme_d to have 
'·riccrued, at -the time .of -the death· c_:,f the party injured. 

Source: R.C. 1895, s. 5203; R.C. 1899, s .. 5203;· R.C. 1905, s. 6789; C.L. 1913, 
s .. 7377 .. 

. :28-:0119. · Actions Having One Year·Limititions. An action against a sheriff or oth~r· officer· ·tor the esCape· .of a prisoner. ari-eSted' or· imprisoned on civil process 
muSt ·-be commenced withil1 ohe year after ,the ·cause of, action has accrued. 

· s~~rce: R.C. 1895, s. 5204; R.C. 1899, s. !i204; R.C: 1905, s. 6790; C.L. 1913; 
· s . . 7378. 

28-0120. Limitations on. Actions for ~orfel~;.res Brought by Persons or State. 
An action upon a statute for a· penalty or _forfeiture given ip. whole or in part to 
llny_ person who. Will prosecute for the same must be comn:ienced within one· year 
afte"r the commission of the offense and il the action is not commenced within 
the year by a private party, it may be commenced within two years thereafter 
in beh,alf of the state by the attorney general, or by the state's attorney of the 
courity where the offense was committed. -

. Source: RC. 1895, s. 5206;_ R.C. 1899, s. 5206; R.C. 1905, s. 6792; C.L. 1913, 
s. 7380. 

ZS-0121, Limitations on Actions Founded on Right of Homestead. No action, 
defense, or counterclaim founded upon a right of homestead in property conveyed 
or encumbered, otherwise than as provided by the law in force at the time of 
the· execution of such conveyance or encumbrance, · and for which no declaration 
of h<:>mestead shall have been filed previous to the eXecution of such conveYance 
or eriCumbrance, shall be effecttlal or maintainable, unless such action is com
inenced, or such defense or -counterclaim.:.·interposed,. within .two years after the 
exec_utiori · of such conveyance or encumbrance. Such limitation shall not apply 
if tlie homeStead claimant, at the time of the eXecution of such conveyance or 
ericumbI'ance, was in the actual possession of the property claimed and had not 
quit such possession previous to the commencement of such action, or the inter
posing of such defense or counterclaim. 

Source: S.L. 1905, c. 3, s. 1; R.C. 1905, s. 5054; C.L. 1913, s. 5610. 

_28-0122. Limitations on Actions Not Specifically Provided for. A:n action for 
relief l"!-ot otherwise provided for must be commenced within ten years after the 
cause of action shall have accrued. 

Source: R.C. 1895, s. 5207; R.C. 1899, s. 5207; R.C. 1905, s. 6793; C.L. 1913, 
s. 7381. 
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Cross References: Action to annul marriage, limitation of time, see s. 14-0402 . 
. Time limitation on bringing action for injuri';!S on street, see s. 40-4203. 
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NORIH DAKOfA 
Testimony of Jeb Oehlke 

North Dakota Chamber of Commerce 
HB 1365 

January 26, 2011 

CHAMBrl.t ?( COMMJ:RCI 

Chairman DeKrey and members of the House Judiciary Committee, my name is 

Jeb Oehlke. I represent the North Dakota Chamber of Commerce, the principal 

business advocacy group in North Dakota. Our organization is an economic and 

geographical cross section of North Dakota's private sector and also includes trade 

associations, local chambers of commerce, economic development organizations, 

convention and visitors bureaus, and public sector organizations. 

HB 1365 shortens the statute of limitations - the time in which a claim for damages 

must be filed - on general tort claims from six years to three years. The business 

community believes this move is necessary because of the wide disparity in the length 

of the statutes of limitations in the majority of states and North Dakota. As you can see 

in the first attachment to my testimony, nearly half of the states (23) allow plaintiffs two 

years to file a claim. Slightly fewer states (17) allow a period of three years to file 

general tort claims. The statute of limitations periods for all 50 states is provided in the 

first attachment. 

Currently North Dakota, along with Minnesota and Maine, has the longest statute of 

limitations in the country for general tort claims, and as odd as it might sound this six 

year statute of limitations is actually a disservice for plaintiffs. As others will testify, 

when an accident or injury happens and is allowed to age for four, five, or nearly six 

years before an action for damages is brought the evidence of the accident or injury 

becomes stale, is lost or discarded, and memories of witnesses fade. As a result the 

claims become harder and harder to prove. By shortening the length of time in which a 

claim must be brought we are helping to ensure the evidence of an accident or injury is 

still available. 

THE VoicE of NORTH DAkorA BusiNEss 
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Another reason the North Dakota Chamber asked for the introduction of this legislation 

is because of an emerging trend of non-resident plaintiffs with no connection to North 

Dakota opting to use our court system to bring claims for injuries sustained in other 

states. These plaintiffs made this decision because their ability to file a claim in their 

home states, or the states in which the injuries occurred, no longer existed. They were 

time-barred from pursuing the action because the statute of limitations had run, so they 

brought their claims to North Dakota intending to breathe new life into their claims by 

taking advantage of the longer limitations period we have in this state. 

Currently there is one such case pending in the North Dakota Supreme Court and other 

actions are pending in Grand Forks County Court. The plaintiffs in these suits are 

residents of Louisiana, Alabama, Florida, Pennsylvania, California, South Carolina, 

Mississippi, New Jersey, Illinois, Kansas, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and even 

Nova Scotia Canada. 

Our intent with this bill is not to discount the injuries or other damage sustained by the 

plaintiffs in these or other cases. However, the business community of this state does 

not believe that North Dakota should be the forum of last resort for civil actions in which 

the claims have expired in 47 other states. 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. We respectfully ask the 

committee for a do pass recommendation on HB 1365. I am happy to answer any 

questions you may have. 

Attachments (2) 
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NORTH DAKOTA'S STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS IS FAR OUTSIDE THE 
MAINSTREAM AND NEEDS TO BE REFORMEDTO STOP 

GAMESMANSHIP AND PREVENT STALE CLAIMS 

North Dakota law provides plaintiffs with perhaps the most lengthy general tort statute of 
limitations in the country. North Dakota is far outside the mainstream. N.D. Cent. Code§ 28-01-16(5), 
the state's general tort statute of limitations, gives a plaintiff 6 years to file a claim-----<louble or triple the 
amount of time provided by most other states. The vast majority of states --42 out of 50 plus the District 
of Columbia-provide 3 years or less to file a general tort claim. Most states (23) provide plaintiffs with 
2 years to file a claim; slightly fewer states ( 17) provide plaintiffs with 3 years to file a claim; and a few 
states (3) give plaintiffs only l year to file a claim. Four states provide a plaintiff with as long as four 
years. Only one, Missouri, provides five years. Maine and Minnesota are the only other states with a 
comparable six-year statute of limitations for general tort claims. 

STATE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

Alabama 2 years. 

Ala. Code §§ 6-2-30, 6-2-38. 

Alaska 2 years. 

Alaska Stat. § 09. I 0.070. 

Arizona 2 years. 

Ariz. Stat.§ 12-542 . 

Arkansas 3 years. 

Ark. Code Ann. § 16-56-105. 

California 2 years. 

Cal. Code Civ. Proc.§ 335.1 

Colorado 2 years. 

Colo. Rev. Stat.§ 13-80-102. 

Connecticut 2 years. 

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 52-584. 

Delaware 2 years. 

Del. Code tit. 10, § 8119. 

District of 3 years. 
Columbia D.C. Code§ 12-301. 

Florida 4 years. 

Fla. Stat.§ 95. l 1(3)(a). 

Georgia 2 years . 

Ga. Code Ann. § 9-3-33. 



• STATE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

Hawaii 2 years. 

Haw. Rev. Stat. § 657-7. 

Idaho 2 years. 

Idaho Code§ 5-219(4). 

Illinois 2 years. 

735 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/13-202. 

Indiana 2 years. 

Ind. Code§ 34-11-2-4. 

Iowa 2 years. 

Iowa Code§ 614.1(2). 

Kansas 2 years. 

Kan. Stat. § 60-513. 

Kentucky I year. 

Ky. Code§ 413.140. 

Louisiana I year. 

La. Civ. Code art. 3492. 

Maine 6 years. 

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 14, ch. 205, § 752. 

Maryland 3 years. 

Md. Cts. & Jud. Code Ann. § 5-10 I. 

Massachusetts 3 years. 

Mass. Gen. Laws, Art. 260, §§ 2A, 4. 

Michigan 3 years. 

Mich. Comp Laws § 600.5805(10). 

Minnesota 6 years. 

Minn. Stat. § 541.07 subd. I (5). 

Mississippi 3 years. 

Miss. Code Ann. § 15-1-49. 

• 
Missouri 5 years. 

Mo. Stat.§ 516.120(4). 
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• STATE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

Montana 3 years. 

Mont. Code Ann. § 27-2-204. 

Nebraska 4 years. 

Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25-207. 

Nevada 2 years. 

Nev. Rev. Stat.§ I 1.190(4)(e). 

New 3 years. 
Hampshire 

N.H. Rev. Stat.§ 508:4. 

New Jersey 2 years. 

N.J. Stat. Ann.§ 2A: 14-2. 

New Mexico 3 years. 

N.M. Stat. Ann. § 37-1-8. 

New York 3 years. 

N.Y. Civ. Prac. R. § 214(5). 

North 3 years. 
Carolina 

N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 1-52(16). 

North Dakota 6 years. 

N.D. Cent. Code§ 28-01-16(5). 

Ohio 2 years. 

Ohio Rev. Code§ 2305. JO. 

Oklahoma 2 years. 

Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 12, § 95(3). 

Oregon 2 years. 

Or. Rev. Stat.§ 12.1 JO. 

Pennsylvania 2 years. 

42 Pa. Con. Stat. § 5524. 

Rhode Island 3 years. 

R.J. Gen. Laws§ 9-J-14(b). 

Sonth 
3 years. 

• Carolina S.C. Code Ann.§ 15-3-530(5). 
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STATE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

South Dakota 3 years. 

S.D. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15-2-14(3) 

Tennessee 1 year. 

Tenn. Code§ 28-3-104. 

Texas 2 years. 

Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code§§ 16.003, 16.0031. 

Utah 4 years. 

Utah Code § 78-12-25 .1. 

Vermont 3 years. 

Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 12, § 512(4). 

Virginia 2 years. 

Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-243. 

Washington 3 years. 

Wash. Rev. Code Ann.§ 4.16.080(2) . 

• West Virginia 2 years. 

W. Va. Code§ 55-2-12. 

Wisconsin 3 years. 

Wis. Stat.§ 893.54. 

Wyoming 4 years. 

Wyo. Stat. Ann . § l-3-l05(iv)(c). 

• 
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Representative DeKrey 

Chairman House Judiciary Committee 

4323 27th Street SE 

Pettibone, ND 58475-9357 

Support of HB 1365 

Representative DeKrey, 

Ross G. Good 

State Relations 
Sacramento 

January 25, 2011 

Chrysler is writing support of HB 1365, a bill you introduced to amend sections of the North Dakota 

Century Code relating to statutes of limitations for civil actions. As you may know Chrysler, through our 

affiliate Global Electric Motorcar (GEM) located in Fargo, is a large employer and contributor to the 

economy of North Dakota. As such, we feel that the general tort statute of limitations In North Dakota 

Is far too long, in most cases doubling or tripling that of most nearby states. This makes your state a 

magnet for "forum shoppers" whose claims are time-barred in their home states. This serves to burden 

the North Dakota court system in an effort by outsiders to seek "Jackpot Justice." 

Chrysler applauds you for introducing this legislation. Your vocal support and leadership in protecting 

manufacturers and others who conduct business in your state is very much appreciated. 

Chrysler is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to keep American manufacturing competitive in the 

world market. Good public policies, such as those in HB 1365, must be extended to provide business the 

competitive advantage necessary to protect manufacturing Jobs in North Dakota. 

Kindest Regards, 

~-
Ross Good 

Sr. Manger-State Gov't Relations 

External Affairs & Public Policy 

Chrysler Group LLC 

r11011(! 9!6.503.22G0 I Fc1x 9lG.rJ03.3!)UJ I rg1_::Hfr1chrysh!r.c(1111 

Chry~ler I.! C I J 2 !!"1 I( Sit eel, Suite 1711 \ S;1crc1rr1e11lo, CJ\ USA I %81 IJ 
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TESTIMONY OF PAUL SANDERSON IN SUPPORT OF HOUSE BILL 1365 
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

JANUARY 26, 2011 

Chairman Dekrey and Members of the House Judiciary Committee, my name is 

Paul Sanderson. I am an attorney in the Bismarck law firm of Zuger Kirmis & 

Smith. I represent the Property Casualty Insurers Association of America ("PCI") 

in support of House Bill 1365. PCI is the nation's premier insurer trade 

association, representing over 1,000 companies that write over $180 billion in 

insurance premiums for automobile, homeowners, and business insurance. 

PCI supports reducing the statute of limitations in personal injury actions from six 

years to three years. The statute of limitations is the period of time within which a 

certain claim may be filed. After that period of time has passed, the claim is 

barred and the would-be plaintiff may not pursue his claim . 

The North Dakota Supreme Court has stated that the purpose of a statute of 

limitation is to prevent "plaintiffs from sleeping on their legal rights to the 

detriment of the defendants." Hanson v. Williams County. 389 N.W.2d 319, 321 

(N.D. 1986). There are a number of public policy reasons for reducing the 

statute of limitations in personal injury actions from six to three years: 

The diminishing value of evidence - The best time to bring a lawsuit is as 

close to the event as possible so as to have the best evidence available to prove 

a lawsuit or claim and to defend a lawsuit or claim. As time passes it becomes 

increasingly difficult to gather evidence as over time memories fade and 

important evidence may be lost or disappear. It is not uncommon for businesses 

to get rid of records after a certain period of time. In addition, witnesses are often 
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no longer available in the jurisdiction. A shorter statute of limitations will allow 

evidence to be gathered more easily. 

Fairness • The injured party should be required to pursue an action diligently 

with speed and efficiency, both because of the diminishing value of evidence and 

because of the importance of closure for all parties. People want to get on with 

their lives and not have legal battles from their past come up unexpectedly. The 

injured party has a responsibility to quickly bring their case so that the process 

can begin. 

Finality - The rationale for having a statute of limitations period is to ensure that 

actionable claims are resolved as quickly as possible and also add a sense of 

finality to the legal system . 

HB 1365 will ensure that the best evidence is available for both the plaintiff and 

defense. In addition, it will move personal injury cases through the civil justice 

system in a more efficient manner. 

PCI recognizes that not all injuries are known immediately and a shorter statute 

of limitations could be harsh. However, in these circumstances when an injury is 

not immediately known, the courts have adopted the "Discovery Rule" under 

which the statute of limitations period does not begin to run until the plaintiff 

discovers or reasonably should have discovered the injury. Nothing in HB 1365 

would affect the current application of the discovery rule. An injured party would 

have three years to bring a claim once they discover they have been injured. 
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In addition, HB 1365 will not affect the statute of limitations applying to claims of 

minors or the disabled as N.D.C.C. § 28-01-25 extends the statute of limitations 

in those circumstances. 

HB 1365 will also lessen the current disparity that exists between personal injury 

actions and other statute of limitations. It is difficult to understand why a person 

who is injured by a doctor can be aware of the injury and commence their action 

within two years, yet a person injured by the actions of a businessman needs six 

years to determine whether they are injured and to commence their claim. The 

federal maritime statute of limitations governing claims occurring on the Missouri 

River is three years, yet a person injured on other bodies of water in North 

Dakota have six years. Plaintiffs in 42 other states are able to evaluate their 

injuries and commence an action in three years or less . 

We anticipate that one of the arguments will be that HB 1365 will increase 

litigation and flood the court system. We do not believe this is a legitimate 

concern. Plaintiffs who have been injured and have a legitimate claim will still 

commence a personal injury action. However, instead of being permitted to wait 

six years, they will commence their action within three years, 

For the foregoing reasons, the Property Casualty Insurers Association of America 

supports HB 1365 and urges a Do Pass on this bill. 
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January 24, 2011 

The Honorable Duane DeKrey 
Chairman 
Judiciary Committee 
North Dakota House of Representative 
State Capitol Building 
600 East Boulevard 
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501 

Re: Letter in Support of House Bi111365 
January 26, 2011 Hearing 

Dear Chairman Dekrey: 

Founded in 1895, the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies (NAMlC) is a 
full service national trade association with more than 1,400 member companies that 
undeiwrite over 40% of the property/ casualty insurance premium in the United States. In 
North Dakota, we have 104 member companies, including 18 domiciled companies, which 
underwrite 85% of the state's homeowner coverage and 72% of the state's automobile 
insurance business. 

NAMIC writes to express its strong support for House Bill 1365, which would bring the 
state's statute of limitations for most tort actions to three years. This is a positive step to 
help North Dakota keep its reputation for maintaining a healthy, pro-jobs environment. 

A three year statute of limitations for tort actions is well within the mainstream of 
American jurisprudence, with over forty states having a statute that is either that length 
or lesser. Reducing the statute will not harm North Dakotans who have suffered injury 
but it will prevent marginal, out of state cases that are unconnected with North Dakota 
from flooding the court system. HB 1365 will not benefit tortfeasors who engage in 
wrongful acts to conceal their liability, as the Century Code provides appropriate relief for 
such acts. 

We appreciate your effort to give this issue the serious attention it deserves. If there is 
anything NAMIC can do to assist you, or if you have any questions or comments, please 
do not hesitate to contact me. In the meantime, I remain, 

Sincerely, 

11~# 
Mark Johnston 
State Affairs Manager - Midwest 
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• HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
Wednesday, January 26, 2011 - 9:00 a.m. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 1365 

Chairman DeKrey and Members of the Committee, 

Testimony of: 

Larry L. Boschee, 
appearing on behalf of the 
North Dakota Defense 
Lawyers Association. 

My name is Larry Boschee and lam appearing on behalf of the North Dakota 

Defense Lawyers Association in support ofHB 1365. The North Dakota Defense 

Lawyers Association is a state-wide association whose member lawyers are primarily 

engaged in defending civil lawsuits. 

HB 1365 would shorten the limitation period for general-torts, personal-injury 

claims from six years to three years. The North Dakota Defense Lawyers Association 

supports this bill for the following reasons: 

1. A three-year limitation period will help prevent stale claims. 

A shorter limitation period will help prevent stale claims. Over time, evidence 

disappears, witnesses die, or their memories fade. This loss of evidence impairs both a 

defendant's ability to defend and the truth-finding function of the court. 

A lengthy limitation period is not needed to allow time for people to become aware 

of their claims. The North Dakota Supreme Court has adopted a discovery rule for 

general-tort claims. The limitation period does not start under the discovery rule until 
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"the plaintiff knew or with the exercise of reasonable diligence should have known, of the 

wrongful act and its resulting injury." Dunford v. Tryhus, 2009 ND 212, ,i 9, 776 

N.W.2d 539 (quoting Wells v. First Am. Bank W., 1999 ND 170, 598 N.W.2d 834). 

The overall effect of shortening the limitation period will be to cause plaintiffs to 

file their claims earlier. That will help level the litigation playing field by allowing both 

sides access to fresher evidence. 

2. A three-year limitation period will bring North Dakota into the 
mainstream. 

A three-year limitation period will bring North Dakota into the mainstream. The 

listing in the addendum shows the general-torts limitation periods for all 49 other states. 

Most states - 39 in all - have three or two-year limitation periods. 

The number of states with six-year limitation periods has been shrinking. In I 992 

a case reported that seven states had six-year general-torts limitation periods. Am. Gen. 

Fire & Cas. v. Walmart Stores, Inc., 791 F.Supp. 763, 765 (W.D. Ark. 1992). With its 

six-year limitation period, North Dakota is now tied with only Minnesota and Maine for 

having the longest general-torts, personal-injury limitation period in the nation. 

Neighboring states South Dakota and Montana have three-year general-torts 

limitation periods. North Dakota should join those two states and the fourteen additional 

states that have three-year limitation periods. 

With a three-year limitation period, North Dakota's general-torts, personal-injury 

limitation period would still be longer than the limitation periods for those types of claims 
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• in more than half the other states. Twenty-six states have general-torts limitation periods 

of two years or less. 

North Dakota already has a two-year limitation period for wrongful death claims, 

claims brought by a decedent's survivors for the death's impact upon them. N.D. Cent. 

Code § 28-01-18(3) (2006). It also has a two-year limitation period for malpractice 

claims, claims brought against doctors, lawyers, and other professionals for their 

negligence. Id. § 28-01-18( 4) (2006). A three-year limitation period for general-torts, 

personal-injury claims would be more in line with those limitations periods. 

3. A three-year limitation period will help prevent forum shopping. 

A three-year limitation period will help prevent forum shopping. The six-year 

limitation period has started to attract foreign controversies to this state. 

Currently in the North Dakota Supreme Court is a Morton County case involving 

13 plaintiffs whose asbestos product-liability claims have no connection to North Dakota. 

Vicknair v. Phelps Dodge Induss., Inc., Supreme Court No. 20100029 (N.D. filed Jan. 

22, 20 I 0). Hailing from Alabama, California, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and South Dakota, these plaintiffs missed the 

limitation periods of the appropriate forums before suing here. They sued here only to 

take advantage of North Dakota's lengthy six-year general-torts limitation period. 

Many more plaintiffs whose claims have no connection to the state have sued here 

to take advantage of North Dakota's six-year limitation period. Right now, 29 Alabama 

plaintiffs are suing asbestos product-liability claims in Grand Forks County. Plaintiffs 
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• from Illinois, Louisiana, Tennessee, Texas, and even the Canadian province of Nova 

Scotia, are also suing asbestos claims there. 

North Dakota taxpayers should not have to fund the resolution of out-of-state 

disputes. Nor should North Dakota jurors have to take time off work and away from 

families to set in potentially lengthy trials involving exclusively out-of~state interests. 

For all the above reasons, the North Dakota Defense Lawyers Association urges a 

DO PASS on HB 1365. 
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• General-Torts Limitation Periods 
Forty-Nine Other States 

State 

One-year limitation period 
I. Kentucky 
2. Louisiana 
3. Tennessee 

Two-year limitation period 
I. Alabama 
2. Alaska 
3. Arizona 
4. California 
5. Colorado 
6. Connecticut 
7. Delaware 
8. Georgia 
9. Hawaii 
10. Idaho 
II. Illinois 
12. Indiana 
13. Iowa 
14. Kansas 
15. Nevada 
16. New Jersey 
17. Ohio 
I 8. Oklahoma 
19. Oregon 
20. Pennsylvania 
21. Texas 
22. Virginia 
23. West Virginia 

Three-year limitation period 
I. Arkansas 
2. Maryland 
3. Massachusetts 
4. Michigan 
5. Mississippi 

Statute 

Ky. Code§ 413.140 
La. Civ. Code art. 3492 
Tenn. Code§ 28-3-104 

Ala. Code§§ 6-2-30, 6-2-38 
Alaska Stat.§ 09.10.070 
Ariz. Stat. § 12-542 
Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 335.1 
Col. Rev. Stat.§ 13-80-102 
Conn. Gen. Stat. § 52-584 
Del. Code tit. I 0, § 81 19 
Ga. Code Ann. § 9-3-33 
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 657-7 
Idaho Code§ 5-219(4) 
735 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/13-202 
Ind. Code § 34-11-2-4 
Iowa Code§ 614.1(2) 
Kan. Stat. § 60-513 
Nev. Rev. Stat.§ 1 l.190(4)(e) 
N.J. Stat. Ann.§ 2A:14-2 
Ohio Rev. Code§ 2305.10 
Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 12, §95(3) 
Or. Rev. Stat. § 12.110 
42 Pa. Con. Stat. § 5524 
Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code§ 16.003 
Va. Code Ann.§ 8.01-243 
W. Va. Code§ 55-2-12 

Ark. Code Ann.§ 16-56-105 
Md. Cts. & Jud. Code Ann. § 5- IO 1 
Mass. Gen. Laws, Art. 260, § 2A 
Mich. Comp Laws§ 600.5805(10) 
Miss. Code Ann. § 15-1-49 
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State 

6. Montana 
7. New Hampshire 
8. New Mexico 
9. New York 
10. North Carolina 
11. Rhode Island 
12. South Carolina 
13. South Dakota 
14. Vermont 
15. Washington 
16. Wisconsin 

Four-year limitation period 
I. Florida 
2. Nebraska 
3. Utah 
4. Wyoming 

Five-year limitation period 
I. Missouri 

Six-year limitation period 
I. Maine 
2. Minnesota 

Statute 

Mont. Code Ann. § 27-2-204 
N.H. Rev. Stat. § 508:4 
N.M. Stat. Ann.§ 37-1-8 
N.Y. Civ. Prac. R. § 214(5) 
N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 1-52(16) 
R.l. Gen. Laws § 9- l- l 4(b) 
S.C. Code Ann. § 15-3-530(5) 
S.D. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15-2-14(3) 
Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 12, § 512(4) 
Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 4.16.080(2) 
Wis. Stat. § 893 .54 

Fla. Stat. § 95. l 1(3)(a) 
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25-207 
Utah Code§ 78-12-25.1 
Wyo. Stat. Ann.§ l-3-105(iv)(c) 

Mo. Stat. § 516.120( 4) 

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 14, eh. 205 § 752 
Minn. Stat.§ 541.07 subd. 1(5) 
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• N.D. Cent. Code§ 28-01-18. Actions having two-year limitations. The 
following actions must be commenced within two years after the claim for relief has 
accrued: 

1. An action for libel, slander, assault, battery, or false imprisonment. 

2. An action upon a statute for a forfeiture or penalty to the state. 

3. An action for the recovery of damages resulting from malpractice; provided, 
however, that the limitation of an action against a physician or licensed hospital 
will not be extended beyond six years of the act or omission of alleged 
malpractice by a nondiscovery thereof unless discovery was prevented by the 
fraudulent conduct of the physician or licensed hospital. This limitation is 
subject to the provisions of section 28-01-25. 

4. An action for injuries done to the person of another, when death ensues from 
such injuries, and the claim for relief must be deemed to have accrued at the 
time of the death of the party injured; provided, however, that when death 
ensues as the result of malpractice, the claim for relief is deemed to have 
accrued at the time of the discovery of the malpractice. However, the 
limitation will not be extended beyond six years of the act or omission of 
alleged malpractice by a nondiscovery thereof unless discovery was prevented 
by the fraudulent conduct of the physician or hospital. 

5. An action for recovery of damages arising under chapter 5-01, and the claim 
for relief is deemed to have accrued at the time of the alleged offense. This 
limitation does not apply to any claim for relief existing at the time of the 
enactment of this subsection. 
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Vicknair v. Phelps Dodge Induss., Inc. 

Supreme Court No. 20100029 

Residence Other States of 
Plaintiff Decedent Claimed 

States 
Exposure 

I. Joseph M. Vicknair LA Various - Air 
Force 

2. Anthony Whitaker AL Ml, IN, NJ 

3. Theresa Zefiretto FL 
Liborio Zefiretto FL NY,LA 

4. Raymond Brunet LA 
Eugene P. Brunet LA MS 

5. Lisa Sangerman PA 
Richard A. PA NY 
Christo fretti 

• 6. Violet Cooper PA 
William H. Cooper PA Marshall 

Islands/Japan 
7. Janice F. Hilborn LA 

August freeman LA LA, Southeast 
U.S. 

8. Mildred Pastva CA 
John G. Pastva CA PA,MD 

9. Cheryl Pernell MS 
Eddie Pernell, Sr. MS LA 

10. Margaret G. Swygert SC 
Cromwell W. SC HI, NM, GA 
Swvgert, Jr. 

II. RubyJ.Todd KS 
David Dean Todd KS NJ, OK, TX 

12. Robert W. Ulshafer NJ TX 

13. Rona Pourier SD 
Hobert Ecoffey SD 

VI 



• Grand Forks County Asbestos Litigation 

Residence 
Other States of 

Plaintiff Decedent Claimed 
State 

Exposure 
I. Patricia F. Aldridge Dudley B. Aldridge TN MS 

Civ. No. I 8-07-C-I 910 
2. Reginald R. Barker Douglas C. Barker NS Canada 

Civ. No. 18-06-C-209 
3. Robert E. Buckner AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 
4. David G. Clemmons AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1915 
5. Charles E. Clifton AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1916 
6. Edward W. Clifton AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1917 
7. Charlie Coffey TX MS 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1917 
8. Anna Mae Cortez Floyd J. Cortez LA 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1919 
9. George L. Couch AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-l 9 l 7 
10. Rufus Cox AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1920 
11. George Curtis IL MS 

Civ. No. 18-07-C- l 923 
12. Steven W. Daugherty AL 

Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 
13. Elizabeth K. Denson- John E. Denson AL 

Myers 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-l 924 

14. W.T. Davenport AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

15. Curlie B. DeRamus AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

16. John Gargis AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1929 

17. Velma Gilbreath AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

Vil 



• Residence Other States of 
Plaintiff Decedent Claimed 

State 
Exposure 

18. William Hayes, Jr. AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

19. Fred L. Huff AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1933 

20. Grace Aycock Jackson Walter H. Jackson AL IL 
Civ. No.18-07-C-l911 

21. Brenda Jones John W. Jones AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C- I 934 

22. Lloyd Jones AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1935 

23. Roberta T. Jordan Isaac D. Jordan AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1936 

24. William E. Keeling AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

25. James R. Lindsey AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

• 26. J.D. Mostella AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-l913 

27. J. Larry Nunnally James Nunnally AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

28. Henry G. Phillips AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

29. Gary W. Reeves AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1947 

30. S.T. Ross AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

31. Samuel R. Stafford AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1917 

32. Garland E. Thompson AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1954 

33. RoyD. Todd AL TN,ME 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

34. Jerry Waites AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 

35. Willie C. Watts AL 
Civ. No. 18-07-C-1913 
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TESTIMONY OF DAVIDS. MARING -
OPPOSITION TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1365 

Submitted by: 

David S. Maring 
Maring Williams Law Office, P.C. 
P.O. Box 795 
Bismarck, ND 58502-0795 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

Phone: 701-224-0430 
dmarinq@marinqlaw.com 

My name is Dave Maring. I am a shareholder in the law firm of Maring Williams Law 
Office, P.C. which has offices in Bismarck and Fargo. I have been practicing in the area 
of civil litigation for over 30 years. During the first years of my career, I primarily 
represented the interests of insurance companies, in addition to representing 
businesses. For the last many years, I have concentrated my practice in personal injury 
and wrongful death litigation on behalf of the injured party, but still represent businesses 
and corporations with respect to civil litigation. 

I am here to speak in opposition to House Bill No. 1365. My points are as follows: 

1. In my experience working with North Dakota residents, they are very 
hesitant to contact an attorney or to bring a lawsuit. Often, individuals who have been 
injured do not contact a lawyer for representation until two, three, or more years after an 
accident. If the statute of limitations is changed to three years, North Dakota citizens 
with legitimate claims who miss the statute of limitations will be barred from bringing 
those claims. 

2. In North Dakota, claims for breach of contract and many other claims are 
governed by a six year statute of limitations (generally). This bill would have the effect 
of unnecessarily restricting the rights of individuals who have been injured in accidents, 
but do not start a lawsuit within three years of the date of the accident. 

3. The change in the statute of limitations to three years will likely have the 
unintended consequence of increasing the number of lawsuits in North Dakota. It takes 
time for an injured person to reach maximum medical improvement. In addition, ii takes 
time for the attorney for the injured party and the insurance carrier to negotiate 
settlements. Many times, claims for injuries that occurred three or more years ago are 
settled, without litigation. If the law is changed, lawyers will need to start lawsuits 
earlier, increasing the demand for court services. 

4. If an injured person misses the statute of limitations and is not able to 
recover fair compensation for his/her injuries, that person is more likely to need public 
assistance for medical and related expenses. 

A shorter statute of limitations will bring finality to claims when the injured person does 
not start a lawsuit within three years and the claim is barred. That limited benefit should 
not override the rights of North Dakota citizens who have been injured in accidents to 
seek fair and just compensation for their injuries. 

I would ask that you vote "no" on House Bill No. 1365. Thank you for your time. 
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Testimony in Opposition to House Bill No. 1365 

Respectfully submitted by: 

Jeffrey S. W eikum 
PAGEL WEIKUM, PLLP 
I 715 Burnt Boat Drive 
Madison Suite 
Bismarck, ND 58503 
701-250-1369 
j,veikum@pagelweikum.com 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: 

Thank you for allowing me to speak with you this morning. I am an attorney from Bismarck and 
I have been practicing in North Dakota for over fifteen (15) years. I am also licensed to practice 
in Minnesota, South Dakota and Montana. I am a member of the North Dakota Association for 
Justice. 

I am here in opposition to House Bill No. 1365. 

95% of my practice involves civil litigation primarily in the area of torts and personal injury 
claims. 

The North Dakota litigation environment is continually rated as one of the best in the nation by 
the business community because it is considered non-litigious in comparison to the other States. 
One of the primary reasons for this is that disputes are resolved outside of the litigation process 
through settlement negotiations. 

The current six year statute allows time for the settlement process to work. The injured party 
needs to heal to the point where the severity and permanency of their injury can be evaluated by 
all the sides. The healing process alone routinely takes between I½ to 2 ½ years and settlement 
negotiations cannot effectively begin until this point. Additionally, it is very common for 
settlement negotiations on a claim to occur over many months depending on the issues being 
discussed. If the statute is shortened, it will be necessary to place that claim into litigation and 
the costs associated with resolving that claim will be immediately and substantially increased. 

I practice injury litigation in Montana and South Dakota were the injury statutes are both three 
(3) years. The shorter statute does not result in less litigation but has the opposite effect. I 
would estimate that I end up putting 60-75% of my South Dakota cases into formal litigation 
because we don't have enough time to resolve the claim after the person heals. Alternatively, 
North Dakota and Minnesota have longer six year statutes. I put less than 30% of North Dakota 
and Minnesota cases into litigation because we are able to resolve these claims within the current 
timeframe. 

The current statute of limitation provides an appropriate framework within which the North 
Dakota civil justice system can effectively and efficiently work. 

I would ask that you vote "no" on House Bill No. 1365 . 

Thank you again for your time. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me 
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I If present trends continue, civil caseloads may soon outnumber criminal caseloads 

Criminal caseloads are somewhat different than other categories of cases in that, in two-tiered court systems1 

felony cases can be legitimately counted twice-once in the limited jurisdiction court for a preliminary hearing 
and again if it is bound over to the general jurisdiction court for trial. Though these are recommended counts of 
cases for each level of court, it does exaggerate the actual number of defendants in the criminal court system. 
Since most states have two-tiered systems and count criminal cases at both levels of court, it is conceivable 
that civil cases have already exceeded the number of criminal defendants being processed in state courts. 

I!!! Total Incoming Civil and Criminal Caseloads, 2004-2008 
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Urtil 2006, crininal caseloads typically exceeded civil caseloads by 3.5 to 4.5 mil~on 
cases each year. In 2008, the difference had fa Yen to about 1.85 rnilbon cases. 
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llil Incoming Civil Caseload Composition in 7 States, 2007 vs. 2008 

■ 2008 
■ 2007 Contract 

Small Claims 
19% 
79% 

Probate 
15% 

16% 

Tort ... 4% 
6.0% 

Mental Health .2.0% 
2.3% 

Civil Appeals .1.1% 
1.3% 

Real Property .1.1% 
1.2% 

Other .4.1% 
3.9% 

Note: In 2008, conlract and small claims cases combined for 73 percent of all civil cases in these 7 states (up 4% from 2007) 
while tori cases comprised less than 5 percent. 
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• Iii Contract and Tort Caseloads in 13 General Jurisdiction Courts, 1999-2008 
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Iii Incoming Tort and Contract Rates in 11 States, 2008 

State 

North Dakota 

Kansas 

Utah 

Minnesota 

Missouri 

New Jersey 

Mississippi 

Iowa 

Hawaii 

Puerto Rico 
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Median 

Incoming 
Tort 
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5,537 
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54,418 
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Proportion of Tort 
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Note: States in Bold have a unified court system. 
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I If present .trends continue, civil caseloads may soon outnumber criminal caseloads 

• 
Criminal caseloads are somewhat different than other categories of cases in that, in two-tiered court systems, 
felony cases can be legitimately counted twice-once in the limited jurisdiction court for a preliminary hearing 
and again if it is bound over to the general jurisdiction court for trial. Though these are recommended counts of 
cases for each level of court, it does exaggerate the actual number of defendants in the criminal court system. 
Since most states have two-tiered systems and count criminal cases at both levels of court, it is conceivable 
that civil cases have already exceeded the number of criminal defendants being processed in state courts. 
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~ Incoming Civil Caseload Composition in 7 States, 2007 vs. 2008 

■ 2008 
■ 2007 Contract 

Small Claims 
79% 
19% 

Probate 16% 

Tort .. 4% 
6.0% 

Mental Health .2.0% 
2.3% 

Civil Appeals .1.1% 
1.3% 

Real Property .1.1% 
1.2% 

Other .4.1% 
19% 

Note: In 2008, contract and small claims cases combined for 73 percent of all civil cases in these 7 states (up 4% from 2007) 
while tort cases comprised less than 5 percent. 
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Prepared for: Rep. Larry Klemin 
Prepared by: Jessica Braun, Legislative Intern, House Judiciary Committee 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO HOUSE BILL 1365 

Page 1, line 1, after "A BILL" replace the remainder of the bill with "for an Act to provide for a legislative 
management study of statutes of limitation and venue requirements for civil actions in North 
Dakota." 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF NORTH DAKOTA: 

SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT STUDY-STATUTES OF LIMITATION AND VENUE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL ACTIONS. During the 2011-12 interim, the legislative management 
shall consider studying statutes of limitation and venue requirements for civil actions in North 
Dakota. The study must include a review of limitation on the length oftime that has passed 
since a cause of action arose and whether the time limitations in current law remain appropriate 
or should be changed, and the extent to which claims are filed in the North Dakota courts for 
claims otherwise prohibited in other states due to the relevant state statute of limitation having 
expired. The study must also review the venue requirements for bringing a civil action in North 
Dakota and whether the venue requirements should be amended to limit claims being brought 
in this state by nonresidents who have no connection to this state. The legislative management 
shall report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-third legislative assembly." 

• Renumber accordingly 

• 
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Testimony of Jeb Oehlke 
North Dakota Chamber of Commerce 

HB 1365 
March, 2011 

NORIH DAKOTA 
CH,\MBl:1-' ,r' C<>i'vlMf"RCI 

Chairman Nething and members of the House Judiciary Committee, my name is 

Jeb Oehlke. I represent the North Dakota Chamber of Commerce, the principal 

business advocacy group in North Dakota. Our organization is an economic and 

geographical cross section of North Dakota's private sector and also includes trade 

associations, local chambers of commerce, economic development organizations, 

convention and visitors bureaus, and public sector organizations. 

HB 1365, in its original form, shortened the statute of limitations - the time in which a 

claim for damages must be filed - on general tort claims from six years to three years. 

The business community believes this move is necessary because of the wide disparity 

in the length of the statutes of limitation for the majority of states and that of North 

Dakota. As you can see in the attachment to my testimony, nearly half of the states 

(23) allow plaintiffs two years to file a claim. Slightly fewer states (17) allow a period of 

three years to file general tort claims. The statute of limitations periods for all 50 states 

is provided in the attachment. 

Currently North Dakota, along with Minnesota and Maine, has the longest statute of 

limitations in the country for general tort claims, and as odd as it might sound this six 

year statute of limitations can actually do a disservice for plaintiffs and defendants alike. 

When an accident or injury happens and is allowed to age for several years before an 

action for damages is brought the evidence of the accident or injury may become stale, 

get lost or be discarded, and memories of witnesses fade. As a result the claims 

become harder and harder to prove as well as refute. By shortening the length of time 

in which a claim must be brought we are helping to ensure the availability of evidence of 

an accident or injury. 
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Another reason the North Dakota Chamber asked for the introduction of this legislation 

is because of an emerging trend of non-resident plaintiffs with no connection to North 

Dakota opting to use our court system to bring claims for injuries sustained in other 

states. These plaintiffs made this decision because their ability to file a claim in their 

home states, or the states in which the injuries occurred, no longer existed. They were 

time-barred from pursuing the action because the statute of limitations had run, so they 

brought their claims to North Dakota hoping to breathe new life into them by taking 

advantage of the states longer limitations period. 

Recently the North Dakota Supreme Court issued a decision in one of these cases 

affirming the dismissal granted by the district court. The decision was based on the 

Uniform Choice of Laws-Limitations Act contained in chapter 28-01.2 of the North 

Dakota Century Code. However, it took at least six years worth of filings, motions, 

briefs, hearings, and appeals to finally reach the resolution in this case. It should not 

have to consume this much time and resources to reach a conclusion in these matters, 

and reducing the statute of limitations period for these claims would ensure that future 

claims could be settled more expeditiously. 

Our intent with this bill is not to discount the injuries or other damage sustained by the 

plaintiffs in these or other cases. However, the business community of this state does 

not believe that North Dakota should be the forum of last resort for civil actions in which 

the claims have expired in 47 other states. 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. I am happy to answer any 

questions you may have . 

Attachment 
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• North Dakota's Statute of Limitations for General Tort Claims: 
As Compared to the other 49 states and Washington, D.C. 

States with a one-year statute of limitations for general tort claims (3): 
• Kentucky- KY. Code§ 413.140 
• Louisiana - La Civ. Code art. 3492 
• Tennessee - Tenn. Code§ 28-3-104 

States with a two-year statute of limitations for general tort claims (23): 
• Alabama - Ala. Code§§ 6-2-30, 6-2-38 
• Alaska -Alaska Stat. § 09.10.070 
• Arizona - Ariz. Stat. § 12-542 
• California - Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §335.1 
• Colorado - Colo. Rev. Stat. § 13-80-102 
• Connecticut - Conn. Gen. Stat. § 52-548 
• Delaware - Del. Code tit. 10, § 8119 
• Georgia - Ga. Code Ann. § 9-3-33 
• Hawaii - Haw. Rev. Stat.§ 657-7 
• Idaho - Idaho Code§ 5-219(4) 
• Illinois - 735 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/13-202 
• Indiana - Ind. Code§ 34-11-2-4 
• Iowa - Iowa Code§ 614.1 (2) 
• Kansas - Kan. Stat.§ 60-513 
• New Jersey - N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:14-2 
• Nevada - Nev. Rev. Stat.§ 11.190(4)(e) 
• Ohio - Ohio Rev. Code§ 2305.10 
• Oklahoma - Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 12, § 95(3) 
• Oregon-Or. Rev. Stat.§ 12.110 
• Pennsylvania - Pa. Con. Stat. § 5524 
• Texas -Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code§§ 16.003, 16.0031 
• Virginia - Va. Code Ann.§ 8.01-243 
• West Virginia - W. Va. Code § 55-2-12 

States with a three-year statute of limitations for general tort claims (16 + D.C.): 
• Arkansas-Ark. Code Ann.§ 16-56-105 
• Maryland - Md. Cts. & Jud. Code Ann.§ 5-101 
• Massachusetts - Mass. Gen. Laws, Art. 260, §§ 2A, 4 
• Michigan - Mich. Comp. Laws§ 600.5805(10) 
• Mississippi- Miss. Code Ann.§ 15-1-49 
• Montana - Mont. Code Ann.§ 27-2-204 
• New Hampshire - N.H. Rev. Stat. § 508:4 
• New Mexico - N.M. Stat. Ann.§ 37-1-8 
• New York - N.Y. Civ. Prac. R. § 214(5) 
• North Carolina - N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 1-52(16) 
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• Rhode Island - R.I. Gen. Laws§ 9-1-14(b) 
• South Carolina -S.C. Code Ann.§ 15-3-530(5) 
• South Dakota - S.D. Comp. Laws Ann.§ 15-2-14(3) 
• Vermont-Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 12, §512(4) 
• Washington - Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 4.16.080(2) 
• Washington D.C. - D.C. Code§ 12-301 
• Wisconsin - Wis. Stat. § 893.54 

States with a four-year statute of limitations for general tort claims (4): 
• Florida - Fla. Stat. §95.11 (3)(a) 
• Nebraska - Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25-207 
• Utah - Utah Code § 78-12-25.1 
• Wyoming -Wyo. Stat. Ann.§ 1-3-105 (iv)(c) 

Missouri is the only state with a five-year statute of limitations for general tort claims -
Mo. Stat.§ 516-120(4). 

States with a six-year statute of limitations for general tort claims (3): 
• Maine - Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 14, ch. 205, § 752 
• Minnesota - Minn. Stat. § 541.07 subd. (5) 
• North Dakota - N.D. Cent. Code§ 28-01-16(5) 


